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Introducing
World-class engineering meets
advanced material science with a
vibrant color spectrum mixed in
to create a new window standard
for true design superiority.

innovation

design

Innovation meets performance
in the beauty and design of
the new eos™ high-efficiency
window system from Deceuninck

eos is designed to meet
ENERGY STAR® 6.0
criteria all the way to the
“Most Efficient Window” designation.

Think zero backorders. Think no excuses.
Think exceptional service where nothing
stands between our customer and
total satisfaction.

sustainability

zero

Why? We believe it’s only natural:
build a better window;
build a better world.

It’s how we build a better window.

See eos™ at
GlassBuild Booth #1413.
DeceuninckNA.com
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Open this app.
Close the deal.

Guardians Window InSight app makes high
performance windows an easy sell  and its free!
Jumpstart the conversation about high
performance windows. Animate the energy
savings in 3D and compare glazing options.
Prepare your staff to sell the science of
comfort and answer key customer questions.
HOW LOW-E WINDOWS WORK

WINDOW PERFORMANCE EXPLAINED

HOW GLASS IS MADE

WindowInSight.Guardian.com

Guardian Industries is a global
leader in glass for residential
and commercial applications.

Window InSight
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PPG utilizes GED’s
ATLAS IG line at its
plant in Carlisle, Pa.
For more on the
machine, see page
24. Photo courtesy
of PPG Industries.
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Leadership at Work
Since our founding over 45 years ago, VEKA has been a worldwide industry leader
pioneering materials, processes and product development in the window and door business.
We invite you to visit our facility and our exhibit at GlassBuild America
to witness for yourself our continued ground breaking efforts to assist you in establishing
value and market share as a window and door fabricator.

See the fastest, cleanest way to
paint profile and finished windows

Examine our aluminum
clad vinyl window for
commercial use

TM

TM

Look into the most economic
solution for energy efficient
window systems available

TM

Discover the best rated patio door
that addresses the stringent codes
for coastal applications
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Congrats to DWM Magazine
Gold Award Winner
2014
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❚ EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERS
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DWM Magazine was honored by the American
Society of Business Press Editors (ASBPE)
with its Gold Award for best news video.

To view the winning newscast
visit the May episode in the
magazine’s studio at dwmmag.com/studio.
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Mike Biffl, national sales manager, Sturtz Machinery
Nick Carter, president, Woodware Systems
Ron Crowl, owner, FeneTech
Robert Farnham, green initiative coordinator, Bethel Mills Inc.
Ric Jackson, director of external affairs, Quanex
Alan Levin, owner, Northeast Building Products
Phil Lewin, vice president of marketing, Vinyl Window Designs
Robert Pecorella, president and owner, Northern Building Products
Mark Toth, Eastern U.S. sales manager, H.B. Fuller
Dominic Truniger, vice president sales and marketing, windows division,
Sierra Pacific
• Tom Williams Jr., president, Yuba River Moulding and Millwork Inc.
Permissions: Material in this publication may not be reproduced
in any format without publisher’s permission. Request for both
print and PDF reprints should be directed to the Digital Media
Services department, 540/720-5584; dms@glass.com.
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AAMA ANALYSIS
dlewis@aamanet.org

A Balancing Act
Universal Design, ADA and Operating Force
BY
he concept of Universal
Design (UD) involves designing products and spaces so
they can be used by the widest
range of people possible. UD
evolved from Accessible Design, but
goes further to the next level of
inclusion. The basic design principles were explained at the American
Architectural
Manufacturers
Association (AAMA) 2014 Summer
Conference by Dr. Elizabeth
Watson, director of the Center for
Students with Disabilities at the
University of Wisconsin, in her
presentation “Moving from ADA to
Universal Design: A Road Map.”

DEAN

LEWIS

T

Balancing Two Acts
There is a great deal of overlap
between UD and what is required
under
the
Americans
with
Disabilities Act (ADA). ADA sets forth
the minimum actions necessary to
avoid discrimination against people
with disabilities, while UD strives to
meet the best design practices with
applicability for all. Often, ADA compliance results in last-minute additions, such as wheelchair ramps that
are unattractive and stigmatizing to
users. UD incorporates accessibility
into every stage of the design process
so solutions are integrated, attractive
and useful for everyone.
The trade-off between air infiltration and operating force is a unique
challenge for the fenestration industry. To improve air infiltration characteristics, it is often necessary to
increase the thickness of the weatherstripping, but this increases friction between the operating panel
and the frame, thereby increasing
the operating force necessary to
open and close the door or window.


   

Universal Design kicks up ADA requirements to the next level.

To the Test
To aid in conducting the laboratory testing to determine acceptable
operating forces, AAMA 513-14,
Standard Laboratory Test Method for
Determination of Forces and Motions
Required to Activate Operable Parts
of Operable Windows and Doors in
Accessible Spaces, provides a consistent, repeatable methodology.
The ICC A117.1 requirements also
come into play and are as follows:
• Operable parts must be operable
with one hand, without tight
grasping, pinching, or twisting of
the wrist;
• The maximum force required to
activate operable parts through
the normal range of operation
must be 22.2 N (5 lbf), unless otherwise specified.
The sequence of testing defined
in AAMA 513 is:
• Cycle each component 20 times
at the operating rate prescribed
in AAMA 910-10, Voluntary “Life
Cycle” Specifications and Test
Methods
for
AW
Class
Architectural Windows and
Doors;

>I

• Measure operating forces utilizing a max-read force gauge per
ASTM E2068;
• Measure air infiltration (1.5
times the maximum allowed in
NAFS is permitted);
• Measure water infiltration;
• Test for structural integrity;
• Apply the remainder of AAMA 910
cycling (AW and CW-class products only);
• Measure operating forces again.
AAMA 513 provides a short form
specification for use in performance requirements sections of a
specification: “Accessibility: As
indicated on architectural drawings
or project specifications, operable
windows and doors as required in
occupied spaces shall meet the
operating force limits and motion
restrictions of ICC A117.1, Section
309.4, when tested by an AAMAaccredited lab in accordance with
AAMA 513-14.”.
❙
Dean Lewis serves as educational and
technical information manager for the
American Architectural Manufacturers
Association in Schaumburg, Ill.
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A FOLDING DOOR SERIES BY ROYAL

The Royal Overture™ Folding Door offers an
innovative and high performance door solution
for residential and commercial applications. Enjoy
maximum viewing and natural light with the slim
design.
This innovative folding door offers multi-panel
configurations for maximum design options and
is available in a variety of colors to complement
virtually any décor.

Enhance
your Living
Space

The Royal Overture™ Folding door Series features
a thermally broken an all-vinyl frame with
aluminum reinforcement suitable for all
climates. This product meets the most
stringent energy codes in the industry:
an R-value of 6 and is ENERGY STAR®
qualified.

Window Profiles Patio Doors Trim Systems Color Solutions

royalplast.ca

royalbuildingproducts.com

TERREBONNE : 1 866.777.1210

WOODBRIDGE : 1 888.339.9085

COME AND VISIT US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA, BOOTH #1463
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FENESTRATION FUNDAMENTALS
mike.burk@Intigral.com

Unlocking Productivity
Achievable Goal through Workforce Development
BY
n a 2002 commentary titled “A
Disposable Society,” CBS News
Correspondent Andy Rooney
commented that, “We live in a disposable society. There are those of
us who save things and those of us
who throw things out.” A report
from the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency indicates that
in 2013 the United States recycling
rate was more than 35 percent, an
increase from the approximate
rate of 29 percent at the time of Mr.
Rooney’s comments. We are getting better.
A more troubling commentary is
an article from the January 7, 2010,
issue of Bloomberg Businessweek
titled “The Disposable Worker.” The
article addresses the increase of the
just-in-time labor force that can
include almost everyone, but is
extremely relevant to the fenestration industry. According to industry
leaders quoted in the article,
notions, such as, “The idea that any
job is permanent has been well
proven not to be true.” The authors
write that the era of the disposable
worker has big implications, including a lack of training and improvement in workers’ skill levels.
What was identified as a troubling trend four years ago is still true
today: Neither the employer nor
employee is willing to invest their
time or efforts into a partnership
that may end in the near future.
Many senior managers have
become more aware of the
importance of their employees
and the importance of management’s engagement with them.
Organizations that truly engage
and inspire their employees produce higher quality finished prod-

I



   

MIKE

BURK

Neither the employer nor employee
is willing to invest their time or
efforts into a partnership that may
end in the near future.

ucts, have lower turnover, more
innovation and are more profitable.
Managers are often the lens
through which an employee views
the organization and through
which the organization views the
employee. This means that good
managers need to be both engaged
with what the business is trying to
achieve and able to engage their
people with it. Workforce development programs improve intercompany
communications
and
empower people to reach their full
potential while improving the psychological and economic health of
their organizations.
Workforce development began
as
an
American
economic
approach that attempted to
enhance regional economic stability and prosperity by focusing on
people rather than business. It was
essentially a human resources
strategy. It has evolved from a problem-focus approach, addressing
issues such as low-skilled workers
or the need for more employees in a
particular industry, to a holistic
approach considering participants’
many barriers and overall needs of
the organization.

>I

Workforce development has historically been found in two forms:
1. Location-based, governmentsponsored strategies that attempted
to address the needs of people living
in a particular neighborhood; and
2. Sector-based strategies focused
on matching worker skills to needs in
an industry already present in the
region.
Today, workforce development
programs address the task of continuously improving an organization’s staff. It has evolved from the
presentation of reactive training
programs to strategic planning,
including all aspects of the organization’s business. It is imperative
that training programs present
learning solutions that address the
company’s goals and deliver continuous value. It is a comprehensive program from top management encompassing on-the-job
training, mentoring, new employee
on-boarding, safety and well-being.
Editor’s Note: This is the first of a
two-part series. Look for part two in
the October issue.
❙
Mike Burk is director of workforce
development for Intigral.
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SEALING PRODUCTS

RELIABILTY
Reliability is an earned quality. An attribute built on proven
performance, deadline after deadline, design after design.
Amesbury Sealing Products has built a reputation of reliability
based on its strength of sealing solutions: AMESBURY
FOAM-TITE®, Q-LON® from SCHLEGEL, Woven pile, and
Extruded pile — manufactured in three US facilities. A reputation
built on 120 years of combined engineering innovation that
enables Amesbury to respond to its customer’s custom weather
strip needs, while offering a wide range of superior products
for challenging weather strip applications. Our engineering
strength enables a rapid turn-around for new product development and the ability to quickly make design changes and
modifications. In-house tool and die fabrication lowers costs
and saves time. And most important, Amesbury provides support
from concept to completion, ensuring intellectual property
integrity and the highest standards of quality every step of the
Amesbury delivers product design, in-house tool and
die fabrication, and world-class manufacturing.

way. Amesbury, one united team in the service of excellence.

AMESBURY FOAM-TITE®
C2 Sealing Products

AMESBURY ECO-BAN
Sealing Products

Q-LON® from SCHLEGEL

AMESBURY FOAM-TITE® Sealing Products: 1.800.217.5757
AMESBURY ECO-BAN Sealing Products: 1.888.275.0051
SCHLEGEL Sealing Products: 1.800.586.0354

Discover Amesbury’s wide range of innovative products at: www.amesbury.com
HARDWARE PRODUCTS

•

SEALING PRODUCTS

•

EXTRUDED PRODUCTS

SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA 2014

•

S P E C I A LT Y P RO D U C T S
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TREND TRACKER
mcollins@buildingia.com

M & A Surge
Activity Proves Industry is Alive and Well
BY
ust when it seemed that 2014
would be a lackluster year for
merger and acquisition (M&A)
activity in the door and window segment, a spate of recent transactions
has brought back a more normal
pace of deals. June and July saw five
acquisitions in the door and window
segment. Together, they confirm the
high level of interest in this industry
sector and, viewed individually, they
have interesting things to say about
the segments of interest to buyers.

J

Geography Plays a Role
June saw the acquisition by
Cascade Windows of Paramount
Windows, located in Arizona. This is
a geographic play, characteristic of
those usually seen in the door and
window industry. Acquired companies usually cover a geographic area

MICHAEL

COLLINS

that is contiguous to, or only slightly
overlapping with, the acquirer’s own
territory. In this way, the buyer can
avoid channel conflict while both
expanding and solidifying their ability to serve the far reaches of their
existing geographic footprint. This is
also a typical acquisition in that a
smaller selling company will benefit
from gaining access to the capital
base of a larger buyer.
In July, Sierra Pacific Industries
acquired Hurd Windows an d Doors
of Medford, Wis. Like the Cascade
acquisition of Paramount, there are
geographic motivations for this
acquisition. However, since Sierra
Pacific is a larger company, it makes
sense for them to acquire a company located a somewhat greater distance from their headquarters and
one that is already serving its own

2014 Acquisitions to Date
Deerpath
Holdings
IWM
Acquisition
Cascade
Windows
Sierra Pacific
Windows

Trulite’s AWP subsidiary
Ideal Window Manufacturing
Paramount Windows
Hurd Windows and Doors
Architectural Traditions

Arcadia Inc.
CGI

PGT
Nautic Partners


   

Custom Windows
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very large market. This transaction
also typifies the unique role that
private equity funds can play in
bridging companies through a difficult period. Longroad Asset
Management acquired Hurd in
2008 in the midst of the downturn.
Now, a strong and successful Hurd
has once again become a familyowned business through its acquisition by Sierra Pacific.

Expanding Markets
On the heels of the acquisition of
Hurd, it was announced that
Arcadia Inc., a commercial aluminum and steel door and window
manufacturer in Los Angeles, had
acquired the assets of Architectural
Traditions. The target company is a
residential wood and steel door and
window manufacturer in Tucson,
Ariz. This acquisition is interesting
because it embodies a trend discussed in previous columns – that
of the linkage between the commercial segment and the high-end luxury segment. Products tend to be
launched as commercial high-end
products and then migrate to the
high-end residential segment. In
this case, that process was accelerated by the post-acquisition formation of a division to cater to the luxury housing segment. With the
economy improving and the stock
market performing well, the luxury
segment is thriving. Luxury homes
are even being built on spec in
many markets, a great harbinger of
the strength in these segments.
❙
Michael Collins is an investment banker
and a partner in Building Industry Advisors.
He specializes in mergers and acquisitions
in the door and window industry.
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BRILLIANT

SEAL TECHNOLOGY
FOR YOUR LATEST INNOVATION

DOOR SEAL - Weatherstripping at its Finest
Lauren’s Dual Durometer Door Seal offers a high performance sealing solution for
entry door systems. Known for its natural UV resistance, superior compression set,
and excellent weather resistance, the door seal is co-extruded using closed cell
EPDM sponge and dense materials. Our low-friction performance coating is applied
to the material, offering abrasion resistance and low coefficient of friction.

CASEMENT PROFILES
PROFILES -- Designed
Window Performance
CASEMENT
Designed for
for Superior
Window Perfection

Lauren’s casement window seals are designed from EPDM materials using dual durometer
technology. The various bulb sizes are designed to meet a broad range of gaps and still
maintain superior compression set, while the dense kerf design endorses ease of installation
(fits kerf size 0.078”). The seals contour design allows the profile to effortlessly round
corners without a cut, eliminating the chance for leaks. In addition, the closed cell material
will not absorb or wick water, further decreasing leaks and bacterial or fungal build-up.

CONTINUOUS CORNER SEALS - No More Leaks At The Corners
Lauren Manufacturing has designed continuous seals to wrap a corner for window and
door applications. Coupling the right material with the perfect design is key for this
application. Lauren has designed these seals to have the right amount of compression
necessary to provide a tight seal, yet still able to round a corner to minimize leaks.

4$&HUWL¿HGWR76,62DQG,62ZDesign
More on window and door products: www.lauren.com/dwm
)RUDOLVWRIRXU6WDQGDUG3UR¿OHVRU)5((
6DPSOH.LWHPDLOVROXWLRQV#ODXUHQFRP

problem solvers. solution providers.

6HHXVDW*ODVV%XLOG$PHULFD%227+
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What’s News
ACQUISITIONS

Summer Brings the Heat—
and Hot Acquisitions
f June and July are any indication, the summer months seem
to be the time for door and window acquisitions. No less than six
major acquisitions had occurred in
those months.
It all started on June 30 when a
Northwest vinyl door and window
manufacturer Cascade Windows,
and a portfolio company of Altamont
Capital Partners, announced the
acquisition of Paramount Windows,
the largest window manufacturer in
Arizona. Cascade expects the acquisition to boost its production capacity significantly and broaden its geographic reach making it one of the
largest vinyl window manufacturers
in the Western U.S.

I

Paramount Windows manufactures and installs aluminum and
vinyl windows and doors to a majority of the new home business in the
Phoenix and Tucson metro areas.
“This
acquisition
expands
Cascade’s footprint and helps us
better serve customers in the
Southwest,” says CEO Randy
Emerson. “Paramount’s superior
reputation and strategic geographic location are an excellent addition
to Cascade. Most importantly,
Paramount is a great fit, sharing our
same intense, customer-oriented
focus on providing high quality
products and service.
“Over time, we will certainly be
expanding Paramount’s current

KUDOS

DWM Magazine Named
ASBPE National Gold Winner
Door and Window Market Magazine (DWM) took
home the gold for best news video in the national
American Society of Business Publication Editors’
(ASBPE) awards, affectionately known as the Azbee
awards. The award was received during an Awards
Banquet and Ceremony July 25 in Chicago.
Editor/Publisher Tara Taffera and video producer
Chris Bunn were recognized for their video profiling
the hurricane and tornado research being conducted
at the University of Florida, and the impact this will
have on the door and window industry. The pair DWM editor Tara Taffera
spent a day at the university last summer with Dr. accepts the ASBPE Gold
Forrest Masters, university researcher and Henry Award for best news
Upjohn, CEO of Special-Lite Inc. The two developed a video.
machine that can test building products and simulate a category 5 hurricane or an E4 tornado.
“I am very proud of this award,” says Taffera. “Chris and I really spent a lot
of time and effort in making sure the industry could visualize the important
research being done here and we were proud of the result. To have our efforts
recognized by the ASBPE’s is a great honor.”
DWM’s sister publication, WINDOW FILM, was also recognized with a silver
award for best webcast.


   

>I

line of products while also maintaining its core offerings and exceptional service,” adds Emerson.
While many of these summer
deals involved door and window
makers, one supplier got in on the
act. Also in late June Cardinal CT
acquired the assets of Catalina
Tempering. Catalina operates
seven regional custom tempering
facilities serving the residential
door and window market.
“With the conversion of the window and door industry to a more
responsive, made to order format,
the consumption of custom tempered glass by residential customers has been expanding at a
rate nearly double that of window
growth,” stated a letter to customers from Steve Nelson, president, Cardinal CG Company.
The acquisition will serve to
expand Cardinal’s presence into
new markets and ensure adequate custom tempering capacity
for the foreseeable future,” the
letter stated.
In July, Arcadia Inc., a Los
Angles based commercial aluminum and steel door and window manufacturer, purchased the
assets of Architectural Traditions,
a residential wood and steel door
and window manufacturer located in Tucson, Ariz. This move
marked the expansion of the company into the residential market,
and it has launched a new division: Arcadia Custom, to supply
doors and windows to the luxury
housing market.
This deal also had a good news
element to it as Arcadia Custom
continued on page 15
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Get it right the first time.
Reduce scrap and rework with accurate, on-ratio dispensing.
Graco HFR™ Metering System. The advanced way to apply sealants & adhesives. Graco’s HFR Metering System consistently
delivers an accurate, on-ratio dispense – which means less material waste, reduced scrap and rework. Its USB drive lets you
download process data to confirm material was applied properly. Modular, configurable, compact. Ideal for
automated operations. www.graco.com/hfr.

©2014 Graco Inc. 349161A

SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA 2014
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Triple silver performance.
Available with the expertise of AGC.

Comfort Select™ 28 triple silver low-e glass.
When you need to maximize energy efficiency in the warmest climates, new
Comfort Select™ 28 low-e glass is the natural choice. Featuring a low 0.28 SHGC
and a VLT of 62%, new Comfort Select™ 28 lets the sun shine in while keeping the
heat out. An impressive 0.24 U-value delivers outstanding thermal performance
in every region. Triple-silver performance—one more way AGC helps you out star
ENERGY STAR® with the right glass for the right region.
Learn more at us.agc.com or
contact us at info@us.agc.com.
Visit us at GlassBuild America Booth #1021
Learn more about
Comfort Select

©2014 AGC Glass Company North America, Inc. All rights reserved
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What’s News
CONTINUED

operates in the same Architectural
Traditions Tucson facility and has
hired back much of their staff.
The acquisition activity involved
some major players as evidenced
by the early July news that Sierra
Pacific Industries entered into an
agreement to purchase Hurd and
Superseal Windows and Doors
from Longroad Asset Management
LLC. This purchase (finalized in
early August) will add manufacturing capacity, a skilled workforce,
additional product lines, and
immediate exposure to Central and
Eastern U.S. and international
markets for the window division of
Sierra Pacific Industries, according
to Hurd.
“The acquisition of Hurd
Windows and Doors will significantly expand the sales and manufacturing capabilities of our
Window Division as we move
beyond our current footprint in the
western U.S.,” says Sierra Pacific
president George Emmerson.
Sierra Pacific plans to make
additional capital investments in
Hurd, whose assets were acquired
by Longroad in 2008, while providing even greater customer service
through its dealer network.
The month closed out with the
news that PGT Industries entered
into a definitive agreement to
buy CGI Windows & Doors
Holdings Inc. (a portfolio company of Cortec Group Fund, IV, LP).
CGI will become a wholly-owned
subsidiary of PGT. PGT says the
transaction, valued at approximately $111 million, is consistent
with its plan to grow strategically
while contributing to earnings
growth through targeted acquisitions of complementary specialty
products.
PGT says the acquisition will
enhance its leadership position in
the growing impact-resistant door
and window industry while


strengthening its ability to compete against national suppliers and
other storm protection systems. It
will also diversify and broaden
PGT’s brand portfolio, including
the addition of impact-resistant
entry doors, create synergies by
maximizing efficiencies and scale
including purchasing and logistics,
and broaden manufacturing footprint and capabilities.
“The
acquisition
of
CGI
Windows & Doors is consistent
with our stated growth plan to
acquire revenue generating products that leverage our core capabilities,” says Rod Hershberger, PGT
chairman of the board and CEO.
After the transaction closes
(was expected in August at press
time), CGI will continue to operate and manufacture products in
Miami, and will remain a separate
and distinct brand in the marketplace, according to the PGT
announcement.

Out star
ENERGY STAR
in every region.
®

BANKRUPTCIES

Maritech Windows Files
for Chapter 7 Bankruptcy
While
many
companies
announced
acquisition
and
planned growth, the summer did
see one casualty as Carrollton,
Texas-based Maritech Windows
filed for voluntary Chapter 7 bankruptcy. The company estimates its
assets as $100,001 to $500,000 and
estimates its liabilities as $500,001
to $1 million, according to its petition for bankruptcy.
Daniel Crawford, Maritech
Windows’ chief financial officer,
signed the petition.
Formed in 2007, the company
has a 140,000-square-foot manufacturing facility in Carrollton that
is dedicated to supplying window
and door products to Texas,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma
and surrounding states, according
to Maritech’s website.
❙

With new Comfort Select™ 28,
you now have more options
than ever for meeting
ENERGY STAR requirements.
®

From low heat gain to
passive solar performance,
the Comfort Select line has a
product designed to be the
most efficient for your region.

SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA 2014
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Codes & Regulations
STATE CODES

A Giant Step Back: North Carolina
Rule Allows Use of Non-low-E Glass
he North Carolina Building
Code
Council
(NCBCC)
adopted an emergency building code rule in July that allows
builders to use non-low-E glass in
situations where they deem necessary. The decision was made in
response to multiple reports of
melted vinyl siding or plastic parts
of automobiles due to reflective
energy from low-E windows.
The Council cites “four documented cases of fires being
caused by similar reflective energy
involving Four Seasons and
Cardinal IG Co.”
“In these four cases, the
Consumer
Products
Safety
Commission, in cooperation with
the manufacturer, issued a voluntary recall,” the document reads.
“Given the prevalence of this problem and concern that intense
reflective energy may have the
potential to create a fire hazard, the
[council] seeks to remove the
mandatory requirement for low-E
glass from the North Carolina
Residential Code until a solution
can be found to eliminate this
potential hazard.”
Cardinal’s director of technology
marketing Jim Larsen says his company attended the code council
meeting in June. Larsen notes that
“the CPSC fire concerns referenced
by the council are limited to skylights and sunroom roofs sold
between 1996 and 2002, not vertical windows. The solar reflective
coating used in these sunrooms
was designated as ‘Code 77’ glass.
This and other highly solar reflecting glass products were discontinued 14 years ago.
“… Only Code 77 IG units that

T
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were outside of our tolerances for
deflected air space gaps were
involved. The curvature from this
excessive deflection created a focal
point on adjacent cedar siding,
which then created a potential risk
of fire in four sunrooms out of
approximately 6,000 installations.”
Larsen adds that “based on what
we learned from the skylight event,
Cardinal IG upgraded its manufacturing operations and process control capability. Over the last couple of
seasons our IG customers haven’t
reported to us any issues on vinyl
siding degradation. We believe that
our enhanced quality efforts and
deflection control are the reason.
Low-E remains a viable and proven
technology for improved window
energy performance.”
Four Seasons Sunrooms senior
vice president Brian Fabian adds
that “subsequent roof glazing products do not utilize high reflectivity
to achieve solar control performance but continue to utilize low-E
coatings. There have been no
reported issues involving the subsequent roof glazing products utilized by Four Seasons Sunrooms.”
Other representatives of the
glass industry have also argued in
the past that the sometimes high
concentration of sunlight on low-E
windows that has resulted in these
kinds of issues has more to do with
building design and site characteristics than the glass itself.
Bill Yanek, executive vice president
of the Glass Association of North
America (GANA), says GANA is in discussion with other industry groups,
such as the American Architectural
Manufactures Association (AAMA),
Insulating Glass Manufacturers

>I

Alliance (IGMA) and the Window and
Door Manufacturers Association
(WDMA), “on a response” to the
ruling.
“This North Carolina issue is
serious, as it will likely have
impacts in other states,” Yanek
says. “The use of low-E glass is critical to energy efficient construction
and any decision that CPSC makes,
impacting its use, is enormously
important to GANA.”
According to WDMA vice president
of code and regulatory affairs Jeff
Inks, who will submit public comments, North Carolina’s acts “aren’t
warranted” and could have a “significant impact on energy efficiency.”
“It wouldn’t be a step back,” he
says. “It would be a leap back.”
Fabian agrees.
“We believe the benefits and efficiencies gained by the specification
and use of low-E should not be
abandoned due to isolated incidents
of damage to vinyl siding and plastic
auto parts,” says Fabian. “The use of
high-quality, low-E insulating glass
units made to exact specifications
virtually eliminates the potential for
these types of incidents while providing great value to the consumer
and the environment.”
Adds Larsen, “While there have
been reports of vinyl siding damage
from sunlight reflectance off windows, to our knowledge these have
been isolated in occurrence. No
documentation of window related
reflected heat has been presented
to justify fire risk as the reasoning
for the low-E exemption. We stand
ready to lend our expertise to North
Carolina in forensic evaluations, if
needed.
—Nick St. Denis ❙
www.dwmmag.com
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DIVIDE & DEFINE LIVING | WORKING SPACES

DECORATIVE STAINLESS STEEL HARDWARE FOR
GLASS OR WOOD SLIDING DOORS AND PANELS
Practical and visually appealing decorative stainless steel
sliding door systems for glass or wood doors — both
hanging and bottom roller systems available. From pure
stainless steel to extravagant material concepts in a variety
of colors, they’re as unique as your rooms. Our range also
includes pulls, handles and glassconnectors for creating
glass dividers. ADA compliant — suitable for commercial
and residential applications. Designed and crafted in
Germany by Beyerle.

www.a mb a p ro d u c t s .c om
+1 (4 0 4) 3 5 0 – 973 8
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SECRET SHOPPER

A Clear View
Dallas Window Company Harbors No Secrets
BY

SAMANTHA

CARPENTER

park, and then, we will be right in,”
I told her.
Thermal Windows has an informative website, www.thermalwindowsdfw.com, and after researching
the company, I knew it had two different facilities—a showroom and
manufacturing plant in Dallas and a
showroom-only in Fort Worth.

s there a showroom here?” I
asked the receptionist, after
I walked through the door
of Thermal Windows, also known as
J&M Glass Co. Inc., in Dallas.
“Yes, it’s right here,” she said,
gesturing to the area to the left of
her desk.
“We’re looking for a place to

“I

SECRET SHOPPER
REPORT CARD

J&M Glass Co. Inc.

LOCATION: Dallas
FACILITY TYPE:
Manufacturing
Plant/Showroom

SUBJECT GRADE

Store was Easy to Find

A

Windows were Clean

A

Parking Lot was Clean
Greeted Upon Entering

Store Aisles were Clear of Debris
Neatness of Displays

A

A

A

Employee Politeness

A+

Employee Product Knowledge

A+

Employee Appearance

Store Experience Satisfaction

Overall Grade

MARKING CODE

A Excellent
C Average
F Unsatisfactory


C

   

B Above Average
D Below Average

A
A

A

>I

Where to Park?
Located in an industrial section, I
decided to include my family in my
undercover shopping of Thermal
Windows’ showroom in Dallas. The
only issue upon finding the facility
was where to park. There were some
designated customer parking spots
in the company’s lot, but we could
not park our truck there, as it was
too large. We followed what other
cars had done in the lot, and double
parked behind another car.
As my family met me at the front
of the building, we deposited our
three children in the chairs in the
foyer, and waited for the receptionist to finish her phone call.
“Let me get a salesperson to help
you,” she said, after ending her call
and handing us a Thermal Windows
brochure.
My husband, Jeff, and I followed
after her to the showroom area and
waited until Michael Shelby, a sales
representative, came out and introduced himself to us.

Full Service
“We’re from Arkansas, but we are
in the area visiting friends, and we
told them we were looking to
replace some windows. They suggested your company to us,” Jeff
said to Shelby.
“We have two window product
lines—aluminum
or
vinyl,”
Shelby said.
He explained the process from
manufacture to installation. He
said someone would usually come
to a jobsite and measure the windows which are then manufactured at that facility, and then a

continued on page 20
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We use FastGas for the speed,
accuracy and peace of mind.
Ive worked for window companies for two decades.
&DVFDGHLVWKHÀUVWWRLQYHVWLQFDSDELOLW\OLNHWKLV
With changes in Energy Star and more focus on
thermal performance, there is more demand for
argon in our vinyl windows and patio doors throughout
the Northwest. FastGas enables us to meet that
demand and avoid bottlenecks in production.

Phil Mahaney,
Plant Manager,
Salt Lake City

6SHHGLVJRRG%XW,WHOOHYHU\RQHWKHELJJHVWEHQHÀW
of the FastGas system is LPPHGLDWHYHULÀFDWLRQZLWK7KHUPDO&+(&.. We know
ULJKWLQÁRZZH·UHÀOOLQJWRWKHULJKWSHUFHQWDJH:HGRQ·WKDYHWRSXOOXQLWVRXWRI
production, use another piece of equipment or worry about it later.
:LWK)DVW*DVZHNQRZ&DVFDGHFXVWRPHUVDUHJHWWLQJWKHJDVWKH\·UHSD\LQJIRU
7KDW·Vpeace of mind. And a big advantage.

<RXUFRPSOHWHUHVRXUFHIRUJDVÀOOLQJDQGWHVWLQJ

Coming this Fall:
OptiGas II!

For details, contact
Ryan McHugh at
330.954.3070 or
ryan@optigas.com

Booth 2650

OptiGas  FastGas  ThermalCHECK  Altimeter Pro  L500  L200  Smart 150  Gas Tester  And more!
INTEGRATED AUTOMATION SYSTEMS Lordstown, Ohio 330.954.3070 optigas.com
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SECRET SHOPPER

continued

with one machine
Using proven technology
and over 35 years of
experience in the
window & door industry,
3C CLOMEA and J&S
Machine are proud to
offer one machine
capable of bending both
vinyl and aluminium
extrusions. The ability to
bend both materials with
one machine can help
you diversify your
current product offerings
and reduce operating
costs by consolidating
your bending onto one
machine.

Thermal Windows’ employee would install the product.
This process takes about six weeks, he said. To ensure
the windows are installed correctly, the company does
not use subcontractors.

Not “Just Any ‘Ole Window”

J&S Machine, Inc.
W6009 490th Avenue, Ellsworth, WI 54011
Ph: 715-273-3376  Fax: 715-273-5241
E-mail: sales@jsmachine.com
Web site: www.jsmachine.com

SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA 2014

Insulating Glass/Window Fabrication
Equipment and Supplies
Layout
Table

Notcher

s

Automat

ic Munti

Equipment
· Muntin Notching
· Spacer/Muntin Saw
· Spacer/Muntin Bender
· Gas Filling Equipment
· Computerized Notcher
· Weather Stripping
Machines
· Extrusion Saw
· Computerized Gauge Bar
· Contour Equipment

EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY COMPANY

n Machi

ne

Supplies
· Gas Filling Rivets and
Plugs
· Glazing Tapes
· Setting Blocks
· Breather Tubes
· Foam Jam Liner
8411 Ronda Drive
Canton, MI 48187
Tel. (734) 459-5870
Fax (734) 459-9837
E-mail: sales@mckeeganequip.com
Website: www.mckeeganequip.com

SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA 2014
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Shelby explained that Thermal Windows’ territory
usually encompasses a 100-mile radius of Dallas, but
that did not deter him from discussing the product with
us or exploring a way to sell it to us.
Shelby handed us a cut-away piece of the company’s
vinyl window that showed us two lites of glass, with Super
Spacer between the glass, and a butyl coating that they put
on top of that. He explained that the vinyl in the window is
all one piece and is not glued together, and the windows
use soft-coat, low-E glass, and are argon-filled.
He also showed us a double-hung window, which had
latches that lock automatically when you shut the window, and showed us how the upper and lower sashes
slide up and down for easy use during cleaning.
Shelby told us that he is a third-generation carpenter,
and he wished he had known about these windows when
he had built a new house several years earlier. Before he
worked for Thermal he thought, “a window is just a window; it won’t matter if I put in inexpensive windows.”

Popping the Question

Sun Bur
st

>I

“Would you like to go see the plant where these are
made?” Shelby asked us.
I’ve done a number of incognito shopping stories of
building product companies in the past, and Shelby’s
offer was a first.
As we toured, we saw where the vinyl is cut and bent,
the glass is cleaned and added, spacers are applied, and
where the argon filling is done.
“We buy our glass from the Guardian plant, which is in
Corsicana,” Shelby said, “All the products needed to make
the windows come from right here in Texas.” When we got
to the section where the argon is filled between the glass
lites, Shelby said, “We know they are filled with argon
because we actually do it here.”
The tour ended with us back at the front of the building. Shelby gave us some more literature to look over,
and he specifically showed us a sheet with National
Fenestration Rating Council energy specifications.
Thermal Windows of Dallas passed with flying colors.
Whether it is conscious or subconscious, their representative educates the customer in how well the product is made
and lets that sell the product instead of trying to get the customer to buy the product and “sign on the dotted line.”
❙
Samantha Carpenter is a contributing writer for DWM magazine.
www.dwmmag.com
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Purchasing
Power:
Points to Consider
When Buying IG
Machinery

by Megan Headley

R

Photo: FOREL

eady to take the plunge
and buy that new piece of
insulating glass equipment? Before signing on the dotted line, make sure you’ve considered not just the upfront capital
but the total operating costs of
your new machine.
Before purchasing your new line,
you’ll want to make a return on
investment (ROI) calculation that

takes into account factors such as
your potential yield and selling price
levels, as well as costs of raw glass,
overall fabrication, labor, real estate
and, last but not least, energy. To
help calculate your ROI, DWM
talked to machinery manufacturers
about some of the critical factors
manufacturers need (but often don’t
know) to consider once your new
machinery has been purchased.

IG Production
Considerations
Costs for an insulating glass (IG)
production line may range
between $45,000 to $50,000 for a
manual line or $300,000 and $2
million for more highly automated
line that can produce units as frequently as every 30 seconds with
only three operators.
The size of the line required, and

There are a range of options available when it comes to selecting an IG
line. Smaller companies may opt for manual production, while larger
fabricators often choose ones that provide high-end automation.

22
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1. Do you have market for the products the machine will produce? It might look pretty sitting in
your shop, but if you can’t sell the output, say good night.
2. Set your budget, your financing, installation costs, and added costs of production and accounts
receivable as your business grows. Can you afford all this?
3. Do you have the personnel to operate your machine? To install it? Do you have to hire now and
start training?
4. What is the impact on the rest of your business? Will you need more trucks to deliver your
increased output? Do you have the capacity?


   
level of automation, will influence
your capital costs greatly. Factors to
weigh in selecting the appropriate
equipment include:

 
• Will you be providing a few units
in order to keep customers from
turning to other full-service suppliers? Small companies may
only need a manual line with

sealing table, unit press, spacer
materials and sealants.
• Fabricators looking to produce high-speed, highquality flexible spacer IGU
may need a spacer applicator, topping/grid insertion
station, gas filling station and
secondary sealer.
continued on page 24

Take a step back and consider
your resources. Good planning with
trusted vendors can be more valuable
than strict pricing considerations. Talk
with others in the industry and determine
what equipment on the market is providing good service over an extended time.
You’ll gain good insight from asking
manufacturers in other regions
about establishing new production lines.

 
Most equipment needs a steady and
very clean source of compressed air, which
can be anywhere from $10,000 to $50,000
based on the type of line purchased.
IG and laminating lines need a good source
of clean water, usually de-ionized, (factor in
another $10,000), and don’t overlook the
cost of sewer charges or local water
dumping regulations.
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Manufacturers Get
Some Help With an ATLAS
Some companies make their own insulating glass (IG) units but need a little extra
help with those “problem children” if you will. You know the more complex items
that will take a little more time, take employees off their main task and those that
create that little extra headache. PPG Industries, for one, offers an atlas to help navigate down this road—literally, an ATLAS, GED’s Automated Tri-Lite AssemblySystem
(ATLAS) which can produce IG units quickly in multiple combinations, (both duals
and triples). The ATLAS produces triple IGUs in 20-second cycle times.
Brad Boone, market manager, residential segment for PPG Flat Glass, says the
company is “reintroducing itself to the residential market.” He adds that with some
help from PPG and the ATLAS system, which it installed in 2011, “we are getting
ready for code changes coming down in 2015.”
PPG’s goal is to help its customer, which includes the residential window maker.
“We are trying to take their overflow business so they can concentrate on making windows,” says Boone. “We want them to give us their difficult stuff so we may
help them succeed.”
Some of these more difficult items may include production of a “labor intensive” patio door, according to Steve Meiser, senior engineering associate. “We can
make multiple units in a minute,” he says. “I was making a patio door for a customer that buys float, tempered, etc., and they can get it all from us in one truck.”
Additional benefits to the window maker to outsourcing some production may
include not having to add a second shift, thus saving production and staff costs.
“When window manufacturers get busy they want to do things that simplify,”
says Boone.
—TT
Photo: PPG Industries
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Purchasing
Power:
continued from page 23
• What spacer material will you
run—flexible, rigid, hybrid materials, or a combination? Certain
machines handle certain spacer
types differently.

End Use
• Depending on the region in
which you plan to sell, you may
need to consider gas filling to
improve your product’s U-value.
Argon and krypton, in particular,
will add to your costs.
• Are you fabricating to supply
your own needs or are you selling
externally? If you plan to sell IG,
you will need a larger line than
you would if you are fabricating
for your own use. An in house
user doesn’t have to worry about
shipping IG to a second party,
while a reseller will require handling machinery for the finished
IG and trucking for delivery.
• An in-house fabricator may have
access to additional personnel,
such as employees moving over
from a window line, so might not
require heavy automation. A
reseller of IG, may have fewer
employees
and,
therefore,
require automation.

Cost Reduction Tip:
Manufacturers should factor in
the cost to maintain the equipment. Talk to your machinery supplier about specific required maintenance. This might also differ
depending on the durability of your
machine: in some cases, saving
money up front can lead to higher
costs down the road. It is difficult to
put a number on maintenance,
since the costs of regular inspections and tune-ups can add up but
are worthwhile in preventing the
major costs that result from downtime when poorly maintained
equipment fails. Manufacturers
that truly take ownership of their
equipment and maintain it properly can avoid these costs.
❙
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Endur IGTM > Loå3-366® > SeaStorm®> Loå-i89TM > Neat®> Preserve®

Engineered to
perform in
any storm.
Any storm, any time – you and your customers will be ready with SeaStorm® hurricane-resistant glass.
Engineered for windows used in high wind-speed areas, SeaStorm fulfills code requirements. Extensive
testing has shown that upon impact, broken glass fragments adhere to the interlayer, keeping the window
intact and reducing the risk of injury or damage. SeaStorm looks like ordinary glass, but it also shields
against forced entry and reduces noise. What’s more, you can count on Cardinal to deliver on time, order
complete. That’s true performance. Visit cardinalcorp.com.

ENGINEERING THE FUTURE OF LAMINATED GLASS

H U R R I C A N E - R E S I S TA N T G L A S S
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More Than
Just a Vegas
Vacation

GlassBuild
America
Happens in
Vegas
hat happens in Vegas is business. Your
business, their business: lots and lots
of business, especially when the convention you’re attending is at the Las Vegas
Convention Center. And since GlassBuild
America 2014 is being held in the Las Vegas
Convention Center, it shouldn’t be hard to figure
out just how big the show is going to be or how
much there will be to see on the trade show floor.
We can’t cover every single booth at the show,
but there are definitely some you don’t want to
miss. Let’s start with …

W
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GLASS
Take Comfort with AGC –
Booth 1021
AGC will showcase the Comfort
Select family of
residential low-E
glass.
Comfort
Select 28 is a neutral triple silver
soft-coat low-E
designed for maximum solar control, providing a 62percent VLT and a solar heat gain
coefficient of .28, according to the
company, which says it is ideal for
the hotter climates. When combined with a clear inboard lite in a
3
⁄4-inch IGU yields a 2.22 light to
solar gain ratio, says AGC.
For the cold climates, the company suggests combining a
Comfort Select coating on the #2
surface with Comfort Select 73—
AGC’s hard-coat on the #4 surface
to achieve lower U-values such as
those needed in the northern
regions, while improving energy
performance by 15 percent or
more.
Visitors to booth 1021 can
explore the full range of U4 technology and Comfort Select products that address the newest Energy
Star 6.0 performance standards.
❙❙➤ us.agc.com
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gray glass that is optimized for their
local climate and building codes,
according to the company.
❙❙➤ www.ppgideascapes.com

No (Solar)Ban on These
Shades of (Opti)Gray—
Booth 2121
PPG Industries will introduce
OptiGray glass, an ultra-neutral,
warm-light-gray glass, during the
show. The company also will highlight Solarban z75 glass while continuing to celebrate the 50th anniversary
of Solarban glass.
Optigray glass is designed to maximize light transmittance and clarity,
and to work with Solarban coated
solar control, low-E glasses to
enhance solar performance, according to the company. The light-gray
tint in Optigray glass eliminates the
green naturally present in conventional clear glass formulations, the
company says.
Solarban z75 glass, the newest
addition to the Solarban product line
in North America, will be on display.
With a neutral cool-gray tint and what
PPG calls low reflectivity, Solarban
z75 glass looks similar to Solarban z50
glass but is equipped with better solar
control performance, giving architects another choice for neutral cool-

DOORS
Meet the Accordion Bi-fold —
Booth 1123
The PRL exterior accordion sliding bifold door system is built with
aluminum and tempered IG units
that the company says make them
durable, strong and long lasting.
The doors and frames are thermally broken for increased energy efficiency and can have differing finishes inside and out.

PRL’s exterior aluminum bifold
doors can be glazed with 1-inch
dual pane insulating units or 1 5⁄16inch triple pane insulating glass. The
advantage of bifold sliding doors is
that they can be stacked, creating an
unobstructed opening, according to
the company.
❙❙➤ www.prlglass.com

continued on page 28

GLASS
Guardian in Residence — Booth 1515
Guardian will showcase its ClimaGuard 72/57 and ClimaGuard 53/23, two residential glass solutions.
ClimaGuard 72/57 is a passive solar
product with insulation against heat
loss in cool climates, according to
the company. It is designed specifically to meet upcoming Energy
Star criteria for the northern zone
when used on surface number 3, and
the north central zone when used on
surface number 2. The product is also available as a double-sided coating, HiLightR 723, which combines ClimaGuard 72/57
on surface number 3 with ClimaGuard IS-30 on surface number 4
for window styles that may need an extra U-factor boost.
ClimaGuard 53/23 is a triple-sliver low-E glass with the company’s lowest solar heat gain yet. With only 23 percent solar heat gain
and a slight blue color, it delivers a punch to cooling bills while
maintaining a complimentary look to southern architecture.
❙❙➤ www.guardian.com
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GlassBuild
America 2014
See What’s Next with
Quanex – Booth 1929
Quanex Building Products will
showcase the C3-11300 AW-Rated
Window and Door System, which
the company says is designed to
meet AW performance-grade
requirements. Other products in
the booth will be warm-edge
spacer products, including Super
Spacer and Dura Platform spacers; Edgetherm sealants, which
are designed to meet key requirements in IG production.
The company will also offer
demonstrations of spacer application
and gas-filling equipment for both
commercial and residential applications: EnergyCore, EnergyQuest and
MikronWood
high-performance
vinyl systems; engineered components that maximize product performance and production efficiency;
and Quanex Screens Outsourcing
Solutions (SOS) that it says help
free up floor space and working
capital.
Quanex will also host two 30minute express learning sessions
on the show floor. These will take
place Tuesday, September 9, and
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continued from page 27

Wednesday, September 10, both at
2:30 p.m., and will address how to
optimize business websites and
how to strategize lead generation
programs, respectively.
❙❙➤ www.quanex.com/glassbuild

HARDWARE
Strybuc Unveils the Latest in
Hardware—Booth 1538
Every year, Strybuc Industries
updates its complete Window and
Door Hardware
Catalog
that
consists of most
of the popular
items out of the
85,000 parts they
stock. This year,
Strybuc has created a new, supplement: the “Swing, Sliding and
Commercial
Door
Hardware
Catalog.” This catalog consist of
hardware items and accessories for
single point and multi-point doors,
swing doors and commercial doors
including pivots, cylinders, paddles, hinges, handle sets, and a
variety of locking systems.
❙❙➤ www.strybuc.com

WINDOWS
Deceuninck Has a New Eos –
Booth 1413
Deceuninck North America will
use GlassBuild America to unveil
the Energy Optimized System (eos)
window system, which is
designed to meet the criteria for Energy Star 6.0, as
well as its “Most Efficient
Window,” according to the
company.
The design features a
telescoping welded sill,
triple weather seals, and
patented features that
enable a design pressure
rating for DP50 that can be
configured for higher performance. Triple glazing is
also an option with an
insulating glazing (IG) package that
can accommodate sizes from ¾- to
1¼-inches.
The eos offers color and finish
options including a core standard
offering of stocked laminate colors.
Standard solid colors are white,
sandstone and clay, while standard

continued on page 30

DOORS
All’s Well at Caldwell’s – Booth 2237
Caldwell’s booth will showcase enhancements the company has developed recently for the industry. It will be introducing its newest division: Doors In Motion. This division includes automated sliding door systems and compass doors
(high-quality, custom-made, bi-fold doors).
Also featured will be balance technology
such as the Ultra-Lift® Extreme, which the
company says meets AAMA Class 902-14
Standard, and Sideload Constant Force System.
Then there will be Magnum products that
the company says simplifies production and
reduces fabrication costs, especially as installation and field adjustments are made more efficient with the Magnum EZi: 4-bar hinge,
according to the company. Other products
under the Magnum line are the Magnum
Universal limit device and the Magnum
adjustable snubber, which provides positive
and negative field adjustments.
❙❙➤ www.caldwellmfgco.com
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LOCK & TILT COMBO

All-In-One Lock and Tilt Mechanism

Did You Know
The Lock & Tilt Combo
is ordered with only
2 SKU’s.
Our competitors require
up to 8 SKUs to achieve
the same result.
The Lock & Tilt Combo
will work with almost any
lock shape and design.
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BOOTH #2229
STOP BY THE VISION SHOW BOOTH
TO SEE OUR NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2014

BOOTH # 2229

Oh, and by the way
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www.visionhardware.com
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GlassBuild
America 2014
laminate colors include light oak,
dark oak, calvados cherry, bronze
and nine others.
❙❙➤ www.deceuninckna.com

Giving “GeneticallyModified” a Good Name –
Booth 2137
Skyreach L&S Extrusions Corp.
introduced the 3600 R-Maxx Series
Rigid PVC Cellular Hybrid. Rigid
PVC is used for the external
perimeter walls, where cellular PVC
material is fused to the inside
perimeter walls of the profile, providing a high R-value and low Uvalue, according to the company.
The design allows for larger size
window construction, while meeting high structural standards, and
increasing thermal performance,
Skyreach says. The glass and sash
layout allows for 1- and 1 3⁄8-inch
insulated glass in all the R-Maxx
window systems, allowing them to
house triple and quadruple IG
units to maximize energy efficiency. The R-Maxx main frame features
a foam I-beam connector which
creates a rigid, structural mulled
post, that may require no additional metal reinforcement.
The 3600 R-MAXX Series is avail-
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continued from page 28

able in casement and awning, single hung, double hung, picture,
high fixed, roller slider and tilt and
turn functions.
❙❙➤ www.skyreachls.com

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
The Need for (High) Speed –
Booth 2905

Erdman Automation will display a
new technology in booth 2905. The
high speed parallel process line will
produce one standard, 2- by 3-feet,
gas filled, quality IGU every 17 seconds. During the process, the topping lite is shuttled to the back lane
and the lites are parallel to each
other. This saves five seconds of time

over traditional IG production methods, according to the company.
The spacer is applied during the
in-feed portion along the bottom of
the IG, up the top, and then during
the travel of the lite through the work
zone, which Erdman says is another
time-saving step. The topping lite
does not go through the zone, the

application lite never backs up, and
the next application lite can be referenced at the start position, prior to
the last one being completed,
according to the company, which
says that these three changes save
between 12 and 15 seconds.

continued on page 35

WINDOWS
This Geneo Will Tilt-Turn Your World Around –
Booth 1139
The Rehau Geneo tilt-turn window design is a fully reinforced polymer window profile system available without the use of steel components. It will be found in the Innovative Product Pavilion. Geneo profiles are composed of Rau-Fipro, a proprietary fiber composite material similar to that employed in aerospace and racing vehicles for its
strength and load capacities.
The System 4700 Geneo achieves U-values down to 0.13, STC
ratings up to 45 and forced-entry resistance of Grade 20, according to
the company. These profiles feature a patented, integrated reinforcement system (IVS), with screw channels and additional lateral stiffening that Rehau says ensure the highest degree of strength at all critical points of the system. The slim-lined profiles have an integrated
3 3⁄8 inch (86 mm) frame depth, multiple chambers and triple-pane
insulating glazing.
❙❙➤ www.rehau.com
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Fenestration
FOCUS

Your industry insight

Soft-Lite Conquers the New Frontier
ENERGY STAR® Partner of the Year uses digital strategy to generate leads for dealers
Window companies have a lot to think about these days.
Changing regulations, building codes and improving efficiencies
often top the list — leaving websites, digital marketing and social
media as an afterthought.
However, some companies are realizing that a solid digital
strategy just might be the key to increasing sales and, ultimately,
profitability.
Soft-Lite, a Streetsboro, Ohio-based manufacturer, has ventured
into a realm into which few in the business have gone before.
They stepped up their digital game, and are reaping the benefits.
“We’re in the business of building high-quality windows. But,
we’re also in the business of providing value to our dealer base,
part of which is generating leads for them,” said Tyson Schwartz,
Vice President, Sales and Marketing for Soft-Lite and 21-year
industry veteran. “We realized that, today, the fastest, most costeffective way to generate leads is online.”
Schwartz and his team rallied together to develop a new website,
as well as a comprehensive social media strategy that includes
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, LinkedIn and Pinterest. You can also
find Soft-Lite on numerous consumer review sites, including the
popular Houzz.com.
“All digital strategies should start with your website. You have to
make information easy for users to find, regardless if they are
using a search engine or social media to research their window
purchase,” Schwartz said. “Then you build up your social network
around your site, driving users back with a clear call
to action.”
One of the primary motivators for Soft-Lite to go digital was the
speed at which you can generate leads.
“There’s still a place for traditional lead generation activities, such
as brand ads and cold calling, but as everyone knows, it can be
a slow and methodical process,” Schwartz said. “With social
media, you can generate leads 24/7. Consumers are accustomed
to getting instant gratification; and if you aren’t there the minute
they have a question, someone else will be.”

B^Uc;XcT{b4[T\T]cbFX]S^fBTaXTb
Schwartz cautioned that to “do it right” you have to be
committed. “You have to stay active on social media daily,
updating your channels and monitoring conversations,” he said.
“You
also have to keep updating your website with new content,
FTbc[PZTEX[[PVT2^]S^b
such as blogs and videos that will keep bringing users back.”

Toronto, Ontario

1dbX]TbbA^RZTcbFXcWAT\^ST[X]VBdaVT
Soft-Lite is well positioned to take advantage of recent growth in
the remodeling market. But, it wouldn’t be completely possible
without the company’s strong roots in building high-quality,
high-end products, incorporating Quanex’s Super Spacer® warm
edge spacer system.
“Even when the remodeling market was flat, we stuck to our value
proposition and didn’t waver in our commitment to quality,”
Schwartz said. “We are proud to be a high-end manufacturer
with dealers and suppliers who share our values.”
Soft-Lite provides a diverse product mix with more options and
more glass packages than most manufacturers and strives to add
value to its dealers and end users.
“Various factors are causing homeowners to stay in their homes
longer, so rather than move they are willing to make remodeling
investments they can enjoy for years to come,” he said. “People
are willing to spend more for better products.”
Continued on page 3 ...

=^acW0\TaXRP]4SXcX^]~E^[d\T#~=d\QTa"~Bd\\Ta! #

SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA 2014
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Preserving its Entrepreneurial Spirit
PFG Sets Customers Up for Success
Imagine you are headed to a meeting with a potential
new customer. You’ve done your homework, and you are
prepared to make your pitch. But when you arrive, the scene
isn’t quite what you expected. Instead of a one-on-one with
your prospect, you are corralled into a room with six of
your competitors.
To make matters more uncomfortable, the prospect has a
comprehensive list of what they expect from you, including
custom packaging requirements, delivery demands and
detailed product specifications.

?56X];P]V[Th1aXcXbW2^[d\QXP

What would you do?

“The jobs kept getting
bigger, and there were
more of them. It helped
us carve a niche during
an uncertain time for
the industry.”

When this actually
happened in the early
1990s, six of the seven
suppliers in the room
said it couldn’t be
done. The seventh was
PFG of Langley, British
Columbia.

“We didn’t think twice,” said Ryan Nielsen, VP of operations
for PFG. “We took it all in, and went back to the office and
found a way to meet every one of their requests. And that’s
what won us the business.”
PFG has a long-standing reputation for its adaptability and
willingness to go the extra mile for its customers. In 2008,
that meant installing the first fully automated Super Spacer®
TriSeal™ line in Canada capable of producing up to 1,500
commercial IG units per day when running two shifts.
“The climate in British Columbia demands high-performance
IG capable of withstanding harsh elements,” Nielsen said.
“We installed the Super Spacer TriSeal line to differentiate
ourselves from the competition with a focus on quality
and sustainability.”
At the time the line was installed, the economy was on a
rapid decline and using a non-rigid warm edge spacer was a
fairly new idea in the commercial market.
“There were challenges, but you have to make your own luck,
and that’s what we did,” Nielsen said. “We worked with
Quanex to inform the architectural market on the merits
of Super Spacer TriSeal, and it really took off. The jobs kept

getting bigger, and there were more of them. It helped us
carve a niche during an uncertain time for the industry.”
With the success of the first automated line, PFG opted to
add a second Super Spacer line to accommodate its growing
residential business, as well as an automated silicone robot,
another effort on behalf of PFG that allowed it to further
differentiate from the competition.
BdRRTbb5a^\cWT8]bXST>dc
PFG’s successful service record can be attributed to a
number of factors. But Nielsen, a 22-year veteran at the
company, credits the company’s employees operating at all
levels in the organization. PFG is a family-owned, family run
business with his father and company founder, Ole Nielsen,
as well as his brother Steve Nielsen, VP of Finance, at
the helm.
“Over the years, we’ve all worked in just about every position
you can imagine at the company, so we have a very good
idea what it’s like for our employees day in and day out,”
Nielsen said. “We know that it’s their ideas that will get us
to where we need to be because they are closest to
the operations.”
Not only are PFG’s employee turnover rates low, and but its
customer satisfaction rates are high.
“Our goal is to provide service and quality beyond
expectations, and we strive to perfect that every day,”
Nielsen said. “Even today, I’m sure we’d still be that one
in seven supplier that is willing to get the job done for our
customers. It’s just part of who we are.”
For more information, visit www.pfgglass.com.
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www.Quanex.com

Soft-Lite Conquers the New Frontier
... Continued from page 1
Schwartz credits Soft-Lite’s long-established, value-added
business model for the company’s readiness to take advantage
of these business opportunities. But, he also credits strong
business relationships for helping Soft-Lite deliver on
its promises.

Soft-Lite’s forward-thinking, value-added approach has
earned the company accolades from end-user satisfaction
and expanding dealer base to earning a spot in the “Top 100
Manufacturers” list and recognition as a 2014 ENERGY STAR®
Partner of the Year.

“Quanex has long been a valuable resource for us,” he said. “We
know we’re going to get a product in Super Spacer that helps us
differentiate from the competition. But, the marketing support
we get is second to none. They’ve always stepped up to the
plate and given us the tools and advice we need to make
the sale.”

“We continue to grow and expand in both people and our
geographical reach,” Schwartz said. “It’s an exciting time to be
at Soft-Lite.”
For more information or to connect with Soft-Lite via social
media, visit www.soft-lite.com.

Screen Production Draining Your Resources?
Quanex answers your SOS call
Screen production requires reliable, highly skilled workers—
but yields low margins and low value to your customers.
Screens make up less than 10% of the entire cost of your
window system.
The process also takes up valuable floor space that could
be used to produce your core products. Screens are your
necessary evil.
Sound about right?
Chances are screens are not your core product, but they
are ours. Quanex Screen Outsourcing Solutions (SOS)
allows you to focus on the products that make you
money while:
~ 5aTTX]Vd_ ^^ab_PRT
~ ATSdRX]V[PQ^a
~ 5aTTX]Vd_f^aZX]VRP_XcP[
~ 5^RdbX]VVaTPcTaPccT]cX^]^]WXVWeP[dTPSSTS
portions of your business
Our nationwide Quanex Screens manufacturing facilities
are dedicated to the production of window and door
screens—providing convenient access to you and your
customers. With electronic ordering, we can work
seamlessly within your production schedule, allowing you
to track your order through the entire process and receive
advanced shipping notifications.

We can also apply labels to match your branding and
deliver by carts, pallets or individual shrink wrap.
With our 100% focus on screens, let us be the supplier
to evaluate, develop and offer innovations in window and
door screens with the highest attention to quality and ontime delivery.
Learn how Quanex SOS can help you boost quality,
efficiency and profitability at GlassBuild booth #1929 or
at Quanex.com/Screens.

To receive the Fenestration Focus electronically, please visit www.Quanex.com/register.
SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA 2014
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Quanex Tech Services Earns A+ From Vista Windows
Vista Windows of Warren, Ohio, has been
busy ramping up its IG production and
solidifying its ongoing commitment to
quality. For more than a year, the
company has been producing its
own IG using Quanex’s
Duralite® single-seal warm
edge spacer in its high-end
product offerings.
“When we made the
decision to go with
Duralite, it was all about
performance,” said Wes
Scott, VP of production for
Vista Windows. “Duralite helped us achieve the energy
efficiency to provide the most value to our customers—
and the entire process was simplified with the help of
Quanex’s tech services team.”
From training to ongoing quality audits, the team at
Quanex was hands-on in helping Vista Windows achieve
the production and energy efficiency they required.
“I would give Quanex’s tech services team an A+ for all
the assistance they provided us as we began producing
our own IG,” added John Matulek, production manager
for Vista. “We were new to it, so their knowledge and
teaching was invaluable. They made the entire process
pretty seamless for us, and we still see them once or twice
a month onsite, even though we’ve been up-and-running
for some time.”
Vista Gets Leading Edge With Quanex Sealants
In addition to Duralite, Vista Windows recently expanded
its offerings by exclusively adopting Quanex’s Edgetherm®
sealants with plans to private-label the technology for its
customers.
“We’re always looking for opportunities to bring the
greatest amount of value to our dealers and end users,”
said Tony Kesicke, director of sales and marketing, Vista
Windows. “When we saw the energy performance and

© Quanex Building Products 2011 - 2014

Vista Windows manufacturing plant in Warren, OH

durability we could achieve with Quanex’s Edgetherm
products, the decision was simple. These are products
we need to offer to our customers.”
Vista Windows has plans to private-label Quanex’s
Edgetherm 3400 hot-applied desiccant matrix and
3500 single-part butyl rubber-based sealant under
the Ensur-A-Seal brand name. These products are
available immediately.
“We’ve had close ties with Quanex in the development of
our high-end Eco-Sure IG line featuring Duralite,” Kesicke
said. “This agreement to adopt the company’s sealants
marks the next evolution of our products and ongoing
commitment to quality.”
Vista Windows sells primarily through dealers and
distributors. For more information on Vista’s products
or becoming a Vista Windows dealer, visit
www.vistawindowco.com.
For more information on Quanex’s Edgetherm sealants,
visit www.quanex.com.

SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA 2014
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Erdman has developed a double
chamber gas fill system that allows
each unit to be in the chamber for 30
seconds. The shuttle systems will
remove and insert the units into
each chamber every 15 seconds. The
secondary sealer is equipped with
two heads, allowing for application
of sealant to be done during conveying. Each head is also equipped with
a corner wiper, so each corner may
be packe d and perfectly finished.
Completed units will be removed
from the application zone every 15
seconds.
❙❙➤ www.erdmanautomation.com
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continued from page 30

the right and capable of tilting from
90 degrees to 35 degrees.
Ameri-Can and Pertici will also
present the MC400A: a fully automated machining center with programmable clamps, full safety
enclosure, graphical interface and
programming with 4 axis capability
and 8-position tool changer.
❙❙➤ www.ameri-can.ca

IG! Forel Can Give You Some
(T)Space – Booth 3129

Ameri-Can Launches Miter
Saw – Booth 2563

Ameri-Can Machinery Ltd., will
present the CMP65 compound
miter saw with a 650 mm (26 inch)
blade and capable of cutting profiles with lengths of more than 16
inches or with heights of greater
than 8 inches.
The 26-inch blade is powered by
a 7.5 horsepower motor and is
capable of rotating from 22.5
degrees to the left to 22.5 degrees to

+

Forel SpA and Forel North
America will demonstrate a partial
IG line featuring a vertical stainless
steel washer, an automated flexible
spacer applicator and an argon gas
filling assembly press. The automated, flexible spacer applicator will
run T-Spacer material where polyisobutylene (PIB) is extruded directly onto the spacer prior to being
applied onto the glass, eliminating
the requirement of conventional
rigid spacer frame processing and
manual frame placement while providing for traditional dual seal and
warm edge IGU technology.
The system is also highly conducive to fabricating shapes,
according to the company.
❙❙➤ www.forelspa.com

HANDLING EQUIPMENT
Suck It Up – Booth 1619
Wood’s Powr-Grip vacuum lifters
have been redesigned to increase
operator safety while also improving
productivity, versatility and durability, according to the company.
Models P1-DC2, MRT4-DC2 and
MRTA6-DC2 now feature upgrades
such as a dual vacuum system with
two independent air circuits for
added safety and high-flow vacuum
pump and blow-off for faster apply
and release times. A plug-and-play
radio control system for remote
operation is now available.
All premium models now come
standard with conveniently located
push-button controls and easycheck air filters. The P1 also features
a replaceable, adjustable-position
lift spool to extend service life and
supply the preferred hang angle for
installation of glass and other materials, according to the company.
Additionally, MRT4 and MRTA6
models have been redesigned for
overall lighter weight.
❙❙➤ www.wpg.com

continued on page 36

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
Linear(Pro) Thinking – Booth 2545
Stürtz will be on hand at the show
to discuss the latest enhancements to
its LinearPro Series of cutting and
machining centers and will also be
focusing on its welding and cleaning
products. The company continues to
refine and upgrade these standalone
machines and automated systems.
❙❙➤ www.sturtz.com
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COMPONENTS
A True New Balance — Booth 2055

Monday, September 8

John Evans’ Sons is using the trade show to get the
word out about its di Series Constant Force Balance
System. The multi-patented design allows for a quiet and
tighter fitting sash, according to the company, which
adds that the balance utilizes AAMA-qualified springs
and provides a system for “world class” tilt windows.
The company lists di-Series as offering low operating
forces, strong tight-tolerance springs, superior pivot
bar design, positive brake force and a substantial
reduction of on-hand inventory with dramatically
smaller space requirements.
❙❙➤ www.springcompany.com

Tuesday, September 9
8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. Registration Open –
Location: Main registration on the LVCC show floor
8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. Badge pick-up only for hotel guests
at the Westgate Resort
10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Exhibit Hall Open
11:30am – 4:00 p.m. Express learning sessions
• Hardware Solutions for Interior Glass Openings: Product
selection to satisfy both design and jobsite requirements.
• What Installers Want You to Know: How to make your
business more profitable, from an installer’s perspective.
• Lead Generation Strategies: Proven approaches to attract
new customers.

Wednesday, September 10
8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. Registration Open –
Location: Main registration on the LVCC show floor
8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. Badge Pick-Up only for hotel guests at
the Westgate Resort
8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. WDDA Dealers Forum –
Location: N250 (Separate registration required.)
10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Exhibit Hall Open –
Location: North Halls
10:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. Express learning sessions
• Showroom Do’s and Dont’s: Strategies to adopt and
pitfalls to avoid when designing your retail space.
• Trending New: Oversize Glass: The complex make-ups and
tight tolerances associated with this growing
product line.
• Sold on Decorative Design: New products and
applications for decorative glass.
• How to Improve Your Website: Website best practices:
step-by-step.
• Designing Safer Glass Railings with Laminated Glass:
Building code, installation and performance requirements
for laminated glass railing systems.

Thursday, September 11
8:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. Registration Open –
Location: Main registration on the LVCC show floor
10:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. Exhibit Hall Open
10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Express Learning Sessions
• Solving our Workers Shortage: How to develop
world-class talent
• Smart PR: Getting your company in the trade media
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GlassBuild America 2014 Schedule
10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. Exhibitor registration only
10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. Badge pick-up only for hotel guests
at the Westgate Resort
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Seal the Perimeter –
Booth 2345
Lauren Manufacturing offers
standard and custom designed
perimeter door seals and door
sweeps for exterior doors manufactured from closed cell sponge
and dense EPDM materials. The
product is designed to round corners, so the seal will not wick or absorb
water, according to the company. The door
sweep is made from TPO and PP materials, resulting in
what the company calls a higher resistance to tearing and
cracking typically seen from PVC door sweeps.
These products are manufactured in the USA from
PVC-FREE materials.
❙❙➤ www.lauren.com

Chroma(tech) Chameleon – Booth 3155
Fenzi North America
has added to its product
base with the addition of
the Chromatech and
Chromatech Ultra stainless steel warm-edge spacers. Manufactured by Roll
Tech, owned by Fenzi,
these spacers are available
with corner keys and connectors for those wishing to bend on bending equipment.
The Chromatech line of stainless spacers meets the
need for better sightline temperatures - both in excess
of 17 percent when compared to traditional aluminum,
according to the company.
Both spacers are available in a range of air space

continued on page 38
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continued from page 36

widths. The Chromatech Ultra has a
polycarbonate bridge across the
top, available in traditional white,
grey and black colors. Both can be
combined with Hotver 2000 hot
melt butyl, Thiover polysulphide,
Poliver polyurethane, Molver 3A
desiccant, Butylver PIB and Alu Pro
aluminum spacer profiles.
❙❙➤ www.fenzi-na.com

COATINGS
Profile Painting –
Booth 1355
AquaSurTech will
present a semi-automated
painting
machine for PVC
door and window
profiles that the

continued on page 40

{Intelligent}

Software for Glass and Windows
The most com-

prehensive, fully integrated software
for the windows and glass industry,
supporting all relevant business processes – from the global market leader.
The user gets a number of clearly
measurable benefits: j Easy and intuitive user interface j just-in-time concept
j full visibility: all information and status at one glance j paperless production j multi-site management.
The future can be created only by those
who think today ahead for the years to
come.

Visit A+W together with the
Friedman Operating Group
on booth # 2219
A+W Software USA Inc. | 312•470•6645 | usa@a-w.com | www.a-w.com
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ĂŶĂĚŝĂŶ,ĞĂĚƋƵĂƌƚĞƌƐ͗



h^,ĞĂĚƋƵĂƌƚĞƌƐ͗
ϵϮϴϭWŝƩƐďƵƌŐŚǀĞŶƵĞ



SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA 2014
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company says offers a 40-percent
reduction in coating consumption,
fast changeover for both color and
profile shape, and negligible time
and expense required for masking .
❙❙➤ www.aquasurtech-oem.com

TOOLS
EDTM is Part of the Elite–
Booth 2162
EDTM will display its growing
line of American
made instruments
and sales kits to
the window industry
and
allow
attendees to evaluate its products
hands-on,
with
live
demonstrations conducted
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continued from page 38

Visit DWM While In Vegas
Stop by booth #1446 to say hello to the editors of DWM
magazine. We look forward to seeing you there.
continuously throughout the show.
The company will introduce its
brand new Glass-Chek Elite product. The instrument adds the ability to identify laminated glass in a
window and also measure the
thickness of the laminate interlayer, according to the company,
which adds that the design is a
graphical display that shows an
illustration of the profile of the window, helping the user to better
understand the construction of the
window. The display shows the
window drawn approximately to
scale, assigns numbers to each
piece of glass in the window, and
also assigns numbers to each sur-

Pioneered - Perfected - Proven

face of glass,
aiding in identifying the
low-E coated surface. In a special
operating mode, the Glass-Chek
Elite can even identify which piece
of glass has the low-E coating, when
the low-E surface is placed against
the laminate interlayer. The GlassChek Elite has all the abilities of the
previous Glass-Chek Pro product as
well, including the ability to measure window thickness and identify
the presence of low-E coatings and
the capability to identify the type of
low-E coating in the window.
❙❙➤ www.edtm.com

continued on page 42
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QUALITY PARTNERSHIPS
BUILD QUALITY WINDOWS AND DOORS













 

 

 

A true partner for these competitive times;
Ultrafab drives effective collaboration through:
»Consistent, quality product performance
»Logistics and operational support
»Weatherstrip insertion equipment
»Value-added test lab service
»Engineering design assistance
»Stocking programs

»AAMA Certified

For over 40 years we have succeeded in creating
many powerful partnerships because of our
innovative products, cost-effective, value-added
services, and helpful employees.
Contact us today to find out how Ultrafab
can help you: 1-800-535-1050 or
sales@ultrafab.com.

VISIT US AT
GLASS BUILD
AMERICA 2014
SEPTEMBER 9-11

ultrafab.com

BOOTH 2045

WHEN YOU THINK WEATHERSEALS, THINK ULTRAFAB…IT’S WHAT WE DO.
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continued from page 40

SOFTWARE
Double Vision – Booth 1829
FeneTech Inc. will promote
its
integrated
FeneVision neo ERP software at the show. the product offers all functions to
control and manage a
complete window and
door or glass fabrication
enterprise such as quoting,
order entry, capacity planning, production scheduling, CNC control of machinery, production tracking,
bar coding or touchscreen, delivery planning, shipping, invoicing and statistical reporting.
The company also will display its FeneVision
LineScanner. The scanner can be used for: surface
quality and size comparison inspection; inspection of
edge deletion quality; acceptance or rejection of units
based on empirical data; and more. The scanner can
be installed horizontally or vertically.
❙❙➤ www.fenetech.com

Make every presentation your best-case scenario.
Open your custom-made Smith Case presentation case. Every item is pristine, protected,
and precisely placed. Now, your presentation flows, projecting quality, confidence, and pride.
No more juggling and struggling, fumbling and mumbling. Instead, you close with calm command.
Hey, this feels great! It’s the best case for the industry’s best cases. So make ours, your own.

;GFKMDL9LAGF<=KA?F;MKLGEAR9LAGF>MD>ADDE=FLO9J=@GMKAF?

&NQJSF%SJWF 4VJUFt8JOTUPO4BMFN /$
 tXXXTNJUIDBTFDPN
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A+W Offers an Active Cantor – Booth 2219
A+W will share
booth space with
Friedman Operating
Group to showcase
new features in its
A+W Cantor software
for doors and windows, for the use in
the office as well as
on the shop floor. According to A+W, the program is
designed for increasing the efficiency and profitability of
a client’s business. The A+W Cantor solutions for doors
and windows is said to integrate seamlessly with the
company’s systems for IG and glass processing factories.
The company describes Cantor as offering a holistic
consideration of subjects such as warehouse stock,
reservation, purchasing, conditions, goods reception
and more. The company says it is able to offer tools for
the efficient and sustained improvement of material
management for each area.
❙❙➤ www.a-w.com
❙

Better adhesives for better windows.
H.B. Fuller is connecting innovative adhesives with durable,
energy efficient windows. We make it our business to know your
industry and processes inside out, and bring in-depth knowledge
to help solve the specific challenges you face.
Learn more at www.hbfuller.com.

© H.B. Fuller, 2014

SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA 2014
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Truth Hardware - The Industry’s Leading Engineered Solutions Provider.
www.dwmmag.com
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PPG’s VP of Flat Glass Looks Forward
BY

ELLEN

ROGERS

f Richard “Dick” Beuke, vice
president flat glass at PPG
Industries, had to pick one word to
describe the direction in which the
glass industry is headed, that word
might just be “optimism.” As he told
USGlass editor Ellen Rogers during
an exclusive interview earlier this
year, leading economic indicators are
showing signs of growth. As a result,
PPG is making a number of changes,
involving both products and business
models that Beuke thinks will help
keep the company moving in a
positive direction.

I

Q: How would you describe 2013
and how is 2014 shaping up?
A: 2013 was really when the
change happened and we got over
the hump—I call it the hump year.
That puts us in 2014, which is
where we will start to see good,
solid growth. All of the leading economic indicators show 2013 as the
bottom of the economic cycle and
then 2014 with real, growth—not by
great numbers, but it will be solid,
which, after five years of a downturn, is really what we need.

Q: What are some new product
launches planned for this year?
A: I think the biggest thing is the
introduction of new codes driving us
to better solar heat gain targets. So we
have a new product called Solarban
z75 glass, which will be used to meet
many of the California codes. It is
much like Solarban z50 glass from in
aesthetic, which architects like , but it
has the performance of a triple silver,
which more and more people want
on their buildings.
Q: What’s the most important
trend you see emerging?
A: Probably the biggest trend that
we see is in the whole area of code
enforcement and driving codes to
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“The only thing that creates
change in the glass
industry, many times, are
enforced building codes.”

Beuke says a major trend is nonenforcement of building codes.
the products needed for greater
performance. And [with] building
codes, one thing you have is these
starts and stops because this is a
capital intense business. So you
gear up for a certain code you
assume will take place, but when
they [code officials] back off of it,
the float companies have already
invested the capital, but now there
is no business. The only thing that
creates change in the glass industry, many times, are enforced building codes. That’s one unfortunate
trend we see: codes start and then
are not enforced while we already
have the invested capital.

Q: I understand some jurisdictions are good at enforcing codes,
and others are not. Have you
noticed this?
A: It’s a little bit of the state autonomy that happens. There are the federal guidelines that we try and base
long-term planning on, but each
state takes its own approach to
implementation. So if you end up
with 50 states with separate codes, it

>I

drives someone like us crazy
because you either don’t have the
volume or the mass economies of
scale to really invest the needed capital. On the other hand, if you had
one federal statute that was driven
throughout all the states, each state
becomes its own independent operator of what they enforce. There is a
lot of vested interest, political
avenues, etc., that states use to try to
block the federal government codes
and more regulation.

Q: The issue of timing must be
a challenge then. How do you
balance it?
A: You play somewhat of a guessing game. And we know from a long
history of dealing with regulations
and codes that California leads a lot
of things. We look back on the history of our coatings business and
California led all of today’s federal
codes. So whatever they do over
time tends to happen in the rest of
the country. We think in the
California codes out there now,
they are trying to push stricter and
stricter environmental regulations
with the hydrocarbon emitters
(those who have float plants, like
we do). So it’s a guessing game to
some degree and, in a capital intensive business, that takes a lot of
planning for these capital assets.
It’s not a fun game.

Q: What other changes can we
expect to see in the months ahead?
A: The biggest will be whether we
have the same shipping issues we
dealt with last year. The freight
www.dwmmag.com
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industry is in total chaos. There are
new federal government regulations
on haulers and that has had a trickledown effect. We were warned about
three years ago by our large shipping
haulers that there was a tsunami
coming and it hit us last summer. All
of a sudden, the glass industry got
busy and there were not enough
trucks to go around.
We’ve done some things on our
end [financially] to try and improve
service, but that will be the question.
Will throwing money at a problem
be the key to resolve it or will it not?
And you don’t know the answer until
the demands happen at the peak of
construction season. That’s one
thing that keeps me awake at night:
are we going to be able to deliver the
glass on time and in full to the customers, and then, subsequently,
[ensure] the project does not get
delayed because of that?
We are doing some things to prepare ourselves for a different model
in the future for tight demand. We
have what we refer to as our
‘concierge program’ where projects
get entered into [the system] and
ensure we are not late, we have the
right products, the right amount of
product available for fabricators
and their glazing contractors on
key building projects. When customers go through a recession like
we went through the last five years,
everyone gets into new habits and
the habit was you could pick up the
phone and call any time, any place
and [the glass] will be there. Now,
we don’t know what the market will
be like if demand picks up; 25 percent of the float glass capacity has
been taken out of the North
American market. The automotive
industry is booming and is sucking
up a lot of glass. The automotive
customers are going to laminated,
which takes two lites of glass. So,
www.dwmmag.com
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there will be a lot of pressure
because of a lack of capital investment suffered by the industry over
the five-year recession. Our
concierge program is trying to take
all of that into account to make sure
we can support our fabricators and
customers through what we think
will be a different building model
than what customers are used to.

Q: There remains a perception
that PPG is not committed to
keeping its glass business, and
that it could be sold at any time. Is
that an accurate perception?
A: PPG is a corporation and is
committed, number one, to our
shareholders; we love every business that gives a nice return to the
shareholders. It’s been a tough five
years in the glass business. The
glass business for PPG has changed
significantly since we started the
fabricator program. It’s now more
of a coatings business and color
business rather than a raw glass
business. So with that said our core
corporate mission is around coatings and color—and that’s really
our key part of business today.
Where does that fit in the corporate portfolio? It’s an important
business to PPG and will remain
and important business. It was the
founding of our corporation. Also, a
lot of people don’t understand that
PPG is a very large building materials supplier in coatings. In North
America the paint business unit
alone is a $2.5 billion business unit.
So, the number-one brand in our
PPG portfolio is glass and we support projects throughout the country on the glass side while our paint
brothers do the same. We are
invested in the building product
industry in a grand way and probably will continue to be that way for
the near term future.
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Q: There’s a general air of optimism [in the industry]. Are you
seeing the same thing?
A: I think the optimism is in the
construction cycle in general. And
the glass business will benefit
from better improvement in the
construction economy. All the
leading indicators said every year,
for the past three years, was supposed to be the start of the recovery. Well, in 2013 we finally saw it,
and the start was good this year.
And like never before in the glass
industry, we have had both residential and commercial construction collapse at the same time for
such a long period of time. So we
definitely see the rebound on the
residential side, which is a large
driver of glass. Right behind it we
see the commercial side coming
along. There are a lot of projects
on the books and a lot of real
estate investment trusts and capital to build buildings. This time,
from what we see in our leading
economic indicators, the money
is behind the construction industry today.

Q: Is there anything else you’d
like to tell us?
A: I think the industry is back.
The glass industry has been
through a lot over the last five
years—no one really knows how
much because the direct numbers are not yet available. It has
been a tough industry, a capital
intensive industry, but I think the
business is in a much better position to come through a recovery.
We have made strategic investments and I think the business
will find its way as the industry
recovers.
❙
Ellen Rogers is a contributing editor for
DWM magazine.
August/September 2014
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A New
Dimension
Will the Window Industry
Shift into 3D Printing?
by Megan Headley and Tara Taffera

W

hile 3D printing has been around since
the 1980s, the process has been getting
more common in recent years, particularly in the architectural industry. Today it is being used
by product manufacturers in a handful of industries to
help architects visualize their creative concepts.
According to the blog 3Dprinter.net—which points
out that the appropriate, albeit rarely used, term for
this process is “additive manufacturing”—3D printing
(3DP) is the process of sending a CAD file to a 3D printer, which essentially lays down multiple layers of some
material (be it plastic, resin, metal, etc.). These are then
bonded together to ultimately create a 3-dimensional
model of the CAD design. All that is needed to generate
the design is 3D software, such as Sketch Up, Revit,
Solidworks, Rhino and others. Multiple printer technologies are in use as well, all with slight variations in
how they achieve this end result.
“For many industries this … technology is not anything new,” explains Arthur Young-Spivey, digital fabrication specialist with NRI, which provides digital document management services and print solutions, with a
focus on the architectural and construction industries.
Architects have begun taking advantage of the growth
of sources for this technology, putting it to use for massing models, site studies or presentation models.
“There are some firms where meetings don’t happen
unless there is a model on the table and the quickest
and most effective method is through this process. We
also see some firms using it for stress, wind, sun analysis and to help visualize and give proof of concept,” he
continues. However, he emphasizes that this technology isn’t for everyone. So, could 3D printing translate to
the world of windows? Young-Spivey offers two scenarios where this industry could potentially benefit from
the technology.
First, he points out that with the shift toward over46
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seas manufacturing, 3D printers can be a means of
quickly reviewing and approving samples from a vendor halfway across the world. Second, it can be used by
overseas suppliers to create a proof of concept.
“Another scenario would be to show an architectural
detail/connection 1:1 to demonstrate how it will actually work as built,” Young-Spivey adds. “Even professional designers and engineers who work in 3D software on a daily basis can sometimes create a disconnect between what’s drawn in the computer and what’s
realistically possible, and this technology can help to
bridge that gap in part because the machine makes
what it sees. At this point, very few companies have
fully leveraged the technology for its true capability—
that one machine can make just about any product and
each product can be different. From a customizable
standpoint this is huge because the cost of increase due
to complexity or that each piece is different is gone.” He
says this fits perfectly into the glass industry since “3D
printing is not about making 1,000 of the same thing
when one can make 1,000 different things and not see a
price increase because each piece is different.”
But has the window industry embraced this technology as a perfect fit? It seems companies may be taking
a wait-and-see approach.
“We have not pursued anything seriously,” says
David Barnes, president of ViWinco in Morgantown,
Pa. “It is not a high priority yet.”
Ron Crowl, president of Fenetech Software, agrees
saying 3DP is not ready for “massive production” yet in
the fenestration industry. He did say, however, that this
could be helpful to hardware suppliers. However,
DWM did reach out to a few hardware suppliers, none
of whom commented on the technology.
Mark Imbrock, vice president at Electronic Design
to Market, provider of test equipment for the window
industry, and a user of 3D technology, says he would be
www.dwmmag.com
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Rapid Prototyping:
The Next Best Thing

Kolbe uses rapid prototyping (see box at right), to aid in new
product designs.
very surprised if hardware suppliers are not using it.
“If it is anything hardware related I can’t believe they
don’t have anything in the works,” says Imbrock. “From
a conceptual standpoint it is just beautiful. You get to
see how it feels in your hand.”
He adds that technology is now available to start
using this with metals and that may change the game.
Imbrock has been following 3D printing as far back
as 1996, though he just started using it about two years
ago. When he looked at 3D printers almost 20 years ago
it was a six-figure investment.
“We looked at it and had a few parts made, and said
that would be a great piece of equipment,” he says.
“Then at the American Institute of Architects show in
Miami a few years ago we saw a machine for $1820,000. We said this is in a price range we can handle.”
Imbrock put it aside again for a few years, but EDTM
engineers continued to monitor its developments.
“We discovered that some smaller companies
worked off the technology that runs an inkjet printer.
These guys wrote all this software using Open Source
Software. Several companies grabbed this open source
code and you had these 3D printers popping up for
$3,000 or so.”
“So these small companies starting popping up and
then it became a no brainer,” Imbrock adds. The company purchased a MakerBot 3D printer and the results
have been amazing, he says.
“You can draw a picture and kick it to the printer
and at less than 50 cents a part you have the exact
part you are looking for,” says Imbrock.
He stresses that the biggest benefit of the machine is
in the prototyping of a part. “You can go right from prototype to production,” he says.
❙
www.dwmmag.com

Jeffrey De Lonay, Kolbe’s executive vice president,
explains that the company does not use the specific
process of 3D printing, but instead a similar process
of producing 3D items via rapid prototyping
machines. (Editor’s note: DWM found through its
research the term rapid prototyping and 3D are
sometimes used interchangeably.)
“We find numerous benefits to the availability of
having this technology,” he says. “The advantage of
this technology aids both Kolbe and its customers
by being able to create a physical form based on a
drawing or idea that was submitted. The need for
these rapid prototypes are found in the design of
new products, design of custom applications of our
products, and helping the customer realize the true
nature of the product or option they are asking us
to produce.”
He adds that the machines are used in the new
product development process to bring designs to
life. The benefits of a 3D component produced from
a line drawing can help an individual visualize and
verify accuracy.
“It can also confirm form, fit and function,” he
says. “It opens a whole new opportunity to speed the
development of products for a manufacturing
process. If used correctly during the development of
products it can bring the end consumer into the
development process much quicker, allowing the
speed to market to become accelerated often ensuring a larger market share.”
The company’s foray into this technology came
out of a relationship it has with the staff from the
technical and trades division of Northcentral
Technical College. “With this relationship, Kolbe has
been able to partner with them to understand the
programs and services that they and their students
can offer our business,” says DeLonay. “One of their
many services includes the production of rapid prototype components. Because of the proximity of the
college and their willingness to work with business
such as ours, we have found their available technology resources very beneficial for our business to the
point of being able to give us a competitive edge in
certain situations.”
As with 3D technology, DeLonay expects demand
to grow “as we see customers becoming much more
visual in their expectations of the end result of the
product or project they are working on. They want to
see what the end result will be before it is produced.”
—TT
August/September 2014
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Distribution News
COMPANY NEWS

Builders FirstSource Posts
Gains and Makes Acquisition
FOCUS ON DEALERS

uilders FirstSource Inc. has
purchased Houston, Texasbased Slone Lumber Co. Inc.
which the company says will be
instrumental to its future growth. As
for the present, Builders FirstSource
is faring pretty well: Its 2014 second-quarter earnings showed it has
made significant gains from the
second-quarter of 2013.
Some highlights include:
• Second quarter 2014 sales
increased 7.1 percent to $426.5
million.
• Gross
margin
percentage
improved to 22.0 percent, up
from 20.7 percent.
• Adjusted EBITDA was $20.4 million, up $3.6 million.
“We achieved our highest quarterly sales since 2006, as we ended
the second quarter of 2014 with
sales of $426.5 million,” says Floyd
Sherman, Builders FirstSource
CEO. “We were able to achieve this
high level of sales even though
sales were reduced by commodity
deflation this quarter, as market

B

prices for lumber and lumber sheet
goods were, on average, 8.8 percent
lower when compared to the second quarter of 2013.
Sherman says Builders’ acquisition of Slone was instrumental for
future growth. “[The acquisition
allows us] to expand our presence
in the Houston market, which is
currently the #1 homebuilding
market in the country. Evaluating
attractive acquisition opportunities
such as Slone will continue to be a
key strategy of the company.”
Gregg Slone, owner and president
of Slone Lumber, will remain as general manager of the operation.
Sherman is confident the company will maintain future growth.

Stock Building Supply
Opens New Facility
Stock Building Supply Holdings
Inc. has opened a new lumber and
building materials distribution facility serving the Charlotte, N.C., area.
In Troutman, N.C., a full-service
lumber and building materials dis-

Atrium Windows & Doors
Chooses Datalliance
Atrium Windows and Doors Inc. (Atrium), has selected Datalliance VMI for
its vendor managed inventory (VMI) program. VMI services will be provided to
their largest home improvement customer.
“We chose Datalliance VMI because of our need to manage a large number
of retail locations,” says Gareth Raab, Atrium chief information officer, in a
Datalliance press release. “Datalliance has ... the system functionality and
knowledge to help us get our VMI program up and running with our home
improvement customers quickly and confidently. Another factor in our decision is the Datalliance cloud based solution model, which allows us to add this
important program without the need for significant internal IT resources.”
Datalliance is an independent VMI service provider. Delivered as a cloudbased platform backed by extensive customer service, Datalliance VMI allows
suppliers and their customers to establish sales and inventory management
relationships that align business objectives, improve collaboration and
streamline supply chain operations.
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tribution facility, design center and
showroom is now open to serve
growing customer demand. This
facility will join the existing store in
Rock Hill, S.C., which is south of
Charlotte, to serve the greater
Charlotte metro area.
“Our new north Charlotte location is a prime example of our continued investment in strategic
organic expansion. Charlotte represents an attractive and growing
housing market and this added
location demonstrates our commitment
to
providing
the
resources, knowledge, products
and solutions homebuilders and
remodeling contractors rely on to
grow their businesses efficiently,”
says Jeff Rea, president and CEO.

ABC Supply Co.
Acquires Dealers Service
and Supply of St. Louis
ABC Supply Co. Inc. has acquired
the assets of Dealers Service &
Supply, a distributor of doors and
windows, roofing and siding, with
locations in St. Louis and
Kirkwood, Mo. and Belleville, Ill.
We are very happy to welcome
the members of the Dealers Service
and Supply team to our ABC family,” said Keith Rozolis, president
and CEO of ABC Supply. “With
these new locations, we will be better able to serve the contractors of
the St. Louis area.”
The locations of the three
stores complement ABC Supply’s
six existing branches in the St.
Louis area.
All of the Dealers Service and
Supply branch associates – and former owner Robert Vatterott – are
remaining with the organization. ❙
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Distributor Products

DOORS
Who Doesn’t Like Lots
of Slide?

Genesis Products Gets Pure

FOCUS ON DEALERS

Solar Innovations Inc. has completed impact testing on its G3
Multi-Slide and G3 Lift Slide doors
in multiple configurations. The
testing subjected the company’s
thermally-broken G3 door systems to air, water, structural and
impact situations. The results can
be used immediately for engineering evaluations for both systems,
according to the company.
Both the G3 Multi-Slide and the
G3 Lift Slide doors were tested
with a ¾-inch ADA sill with 1½inch upleg and 1¼-inch insulating
units containing a .09 SGP interlayer. The company notes that its
impact certified products can be
increased in size up to five percent
in either panel height or width;
with both systems that were
impact tested available in 10-foot
tall panels.
Solar Innovations also offers
low-E glazing options with a system U-value as low as .29 based
on select glazing.
❙❙➤ www.solarinnovations.com

Genesis Products is using
PureColor’s EvenGrain product on
all prefinished High Density
Fiberboard (HDF) interior door
options. Genesis manufacturers
molded HDF residential interior
doors for the construction industry.
PureColor develops and produces
sustainable finishing systems for
wood, veneered and composite
substrates. The prefinished options
provide the ability to offer homebuyers expanded design options
that complement cabinets and
flooring finishes, according to a
press release. Genesis Products will
be offering PureColor’s EvenGrain
Collection on smooth and textured
HDF interior doors.
❙❙➤ www.genesisproductsinc.com

Care to Retract That?
ODL Inc. has introduced what it
calls a hassle-free retractable
screen door for builders, remodelers and contractors. Brisa can be
installed with in-swing, out-swing
and sliding doors, and the outerface mount design optimizes door
width and provides a full, unob-

DOORS
I Concord
Iron Doors Unlimited has introduced and
stocks the Concord style door, which has a
radius top for what the company calls an
“almost cathedral-like character.” The Concord
comes in oil-rubbed bronze with clear glass.
The company offers doors that are hand
forged and hand finished from 12-gauge steel.
IDU stocks more than 150 SKUs ready for
immediate shipment, plus a complete custom
door group. The company’s In-Stock Collection
ships in 2-3 business days and its IDUPRO.com
allows building industry partners to login and
confirm inventory and pricing, 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. Tempered double-pane
glass opens independently of door for easier
cleaning and ventilation.
❙❙➤ www.irondoorsunlimited.com
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structed view to the outdoors,
according to the company.
The product requires 30 minutes
and a power drill to install from
start to finish. Brisa fits most popular door sizes, 32 to 36 inches, and
with just two cuts, the screen unit
can be customized for smaller door
sizes, 28 to 31 ½ inches, according
to a company press release.
❙❙➤ www.odl.com

WINDOWS
Kolbe Does a Full
90-degrees
Kolbe
has
expanded
its
VistaLuxe Collection with the introduction of a new 90-degree corner
direct set window unit. Developed
with architects, the VistaLuxe
Collection’s designs utilize multiple
units to create large expanses of
glass; minimal frames and sash
optimize daylight openings and
maximize viewing areas, while
maintaining energy efficiency,
according
to
the
company.
The VistaLuxe Collection products
have a wood interior with a selection that includes sustainably harvested species. The extruded aluminum clad exteriors may be
painted in standard, custom and
new mica colors, and all are backed
with a 30-year finish warranty.
Anodize finishes also are available
in metallic tones.
A choice of Flush, Accent and
Accent Plus style profiles are
offered in the VistaLuxe Collection.
The frame nosing, sash face, glass
and stops always remain in the
same plane across product types
within a style choice.
❙❙➤ www.kolbe-kolbe.com

Its Okay to Be Passive
Wasco Windows of Milwaukee
has achieved Passive House
Institute U.S. (PHIUS) certification

continued on page 52
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“With FeneVision,
we do business
the way we
want to. ”
®

Toby Nichols
Vice President, Information Services
Wincore Windows & Doors
Parkersburg, West Virginia

“Wincore was founded by 12 people with more than two
centuries of combined industry experience. Since 2007,
we’ve grown from 50 to 250 employees.”
“We’re still growing because our customers know they’re
going to get a quality product delivered on time that has
the strength and experience of Wincore behind it.”

Visit fenetech.com for the full
Wincore success story and more
user testimonials.

“Our founders knew the choice of software was a serious decision.
It has to work, not only to execute the basics every day, but to
help us be more efficient. From day one, FeneVision has worked
this way for us.”
“With FeneVision, we operate the way we want to.”
Discover how FeneVision enables you to operate the way you want.
Visit fenevision.com, see us at GlassBuild and Glasstec or contact
Matt Batcha at matt.batcha@fenetech.com or 330.954.7505.

Booth 1829

North America 330.995.2830

Europe/Asia +352 263984

fenetech.com
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Distributor Products
CONTINUED

FOCUS ON DEALERS

on its Geneo window, an Americanmade version of an energy-efficient, environmentally friendly
window system that achieves
European Passivhaus standards.
The Geneo System of windows
and doors was developed by Rehau,
which launched the Geneo window
system in 2008, and Geneo doors in
2010. Wasco has been building
Geneo windows since 2012.
Wasco offers several products
with the Geneo profiles, including
European Tilt & Turn windows and
doors; Tilt & Slide patio doors; fixed
windows; entry doors; and shaped
windows.
The
profiles
are
paintable to match the exteriors
of homes. The Geneo products are
made for high-end new construction and green homes, such as
insulated concrete homes, passive houses, homes with net zero

energy consumption and homes
with structurally insulated panel
systems.
❙❙➤ www.wascowindows.com

[Insert Windows Here]
Integrity from Marvin Windows
and Doors is expanding its product
line with new Wood-Ultrex Insert
Casement and Awning windows
that combine fiberglass exteriors
with warm wood interiors.
Integrity windows are made with
Ultrex, Integrity’s patented pultruded fiberglass that the company
says is as strong as steel.
Features of Integrity’s new Insert
casement and awning windows
include: through-jamb installation;
various glass options, including
~
standard LoE 2-272 glass with
~
~
optional LoE -180TM or LoE ³-366;
optional factory applied window

opening control device for greater
window safety; optional factory or
field mulling; and divided lites that
are available in grilles-betweenthe-glass (GBG), wood interior
grilles, Simulated Divided Lites
(SDL), or Simulated Divided Lites
with spacer bar (SDLS).
❙❙➤ www.integritywindows.com
or www.marvin.com
❙

Upgrade to THE new standard
Booth #1837
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M&M News and Products
EVENT NEWS

MMPA Offers Opportunity to
See Moulding Operations in Action
MOULDING & MILLWORK

he Moulding and Millwork
Producers Association (MMPA)
is inviting the entire industry to
learn more about the moulding market, and tour no less than nine companies when it hosts its Industry
Wide Event and Plant Tours,
September 7-10. The event will be
held at the Lancaster Marriott at
Penn Square in Lancaster, Pa.
MMPA member Tim Dykstra,
vice president of sales, trim and
moulding for Royal Moulding, says
he has attended a few of the tours
last year and says they are definitely worth the trip no matter how
long you have been in the industry.
“It’s very enlightening to get into
plants of different kinds,” he says.
He adds that even if you are touring
a cabinet company, for example,
but you don’t offer those products,
there are still lessons to be learned.

T

“All [companies on our tour] use
wood or some type of composite
materials and supply pieces and
parts,” he says. “You gain new
insights that you can apply to your
products and services. There is a lot
of hidden talent … these companies
are really dialed into what they do
best and we can learn from them.
It’s about getting that next idea.”
So no matter what product you
offer, there are insights to be gained.
“Every part of the event is slightly
different,” adds Dykstra. “We see it
as understanding the applications
and uses of moulding and then look
for what our products can offer in
that same space … Our components differently answer the call.”
For Dykstra he says one of the
most valuable things to be gained
from the meeting is the market
update. “The building trades are

RESEARCH NEWS

Wood Protection Coatings
to Reach $4.8 Billion
Demand for wood protection coatings and preservatives is expected to
advance 4.5 percent per year through 2018 to $4.8 billion, according to a new
study from the Cleveland-based Freedonia Group Inc. Growth in the industry
primarily will be driven by a rebound in residential construction activity,
according to the study, titled “Solvents.”
“Further advances will be restrained by the rising use of non-wood materials
in several key applications,” says analyst Katherine Brink. “Coatings and preservatives will be limited in siding, where wood is forecast to account for a shrinking share of demand and faces fierce competition from alternative materials.”
In decking applications, although wood still dominates, plastic composite
decking continues to erode wood’s share, which also puts a dent in wood protection product sales, according to the report.
Demand for coatings is projected to rise 4.7 percent annually through 2018.
The study also reports that demand for new coatings in construction-related
applications will be the primary impetus for accelerating demand gains through
2018. Demand for wood preservatives is expected to increase 2.7 percent annually through 2018. Gains will be supported by the rising production of pressuretreated lumber as construction activity rebounds.
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definitely regionally driven,” he
says. “For example, there may be
issues affecting certain areas which
may offer an opportunity to other
companies in the association.”
Attendees also have the opportunity to hear the latest economic
forecast, and this year the keynote
speaker is Dr. David Crowe, chief
economist and senior vice president
at the National Association of Home
Builders. Crowe will give a state of
the industry address with insights to
the future and product trends.
The event also allows companies
to interact with suppliers such as
Willamette
Valley
Co.
Paul
Erickson, technical sales manager
and MMPA member, says it’s a
great venue at which to introduce a
new product or new technology as
it allows attendees to view these
enhancements as well.
MMPA held the first industry
wide event and plant tours in 2013
in California, and has moved to the
East Coast this year.
“We are trying to branch out and
attract another audience,” says
Erickson. “The West Coast is pretty
we’ll established in this industry.
We are trying to alternate these
tours so we can attract a broader
audience.”
He adds, “Hopefully now that the
industry is back to a more decent economic climate companies can invest
the time in an event such as this.”
Plant tours will include: Kountry
Kraft Manufacturing, Northway
Industries, Plain & Fancy Kitchens
Manufacturing, Signature Cabinets,
Signature Companies, Universal
Forest
Products,
Versatek
Enterprises, Wayneco, Weaber
Lumber and York Caskets.
❙
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Vi-Lux building products are up
to the challenge, big or small.
When faced with rain, corrosive sea air, extreme temperatures, harsh sunlight and insect infestation,
Vi-Lux building products are up to the challenge. Vi-Lux manufactures premium, sustainable, and
competitively-priced products that will outlast any wood-based product. Made of cellular PVC, our
products resist swelling, rotting and splitting. They are simple to cut, drill, and bend to fit curved
applications. And unlike wood, they are 70% more energy efficient. If you’re looking for quality, service
and value, look no further than Vi-Lux mouldings & trim. Products made to stand the test of time.

QUALITY. SERVICE. VALUE. THE RELIABLE CHOICE.
Visit us online at www.vi-lux.com or call 1-866-281-6743
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Introducing...

COMPONENTS
Custom Solutions
Ind-Ex, a specialty rubber extrusion manufacturer headquartered in
Middlefield, Ohio, offers U.S.-made
rubber and plastic extrusions in special custom profiles, colors and

lengths. The company says it can
help customers determine the best
dies, material, or evaluate custom
compounds for any application and
can supply nearly any kind of rubber, which can be tinted to the color
a customer needs.

Acoustic Testing
for Windows & Doors
ASTM E90-STC & OITC, ASTM E596-NR
and additional tests

•
•
•
•

Fast Throughput, Short Wait Times
Witness Your Test Being Performed
Quick Quotes, Friendly Prices
ISO/IEC 17025 Compliant

ets-lindgren.com/LabServices • info@ets-lindgren.com • 512.531.6400

Its production capabilities include
pressure-sensitive adhesion, cutting,
notching and splicing. With a fulltime die-maker on staff and its own
machine shop, the company can
produce its own dies in-house.
❙❙➤ www.ind-ex.biz

SOFTWARE
Zoom to the Top
ApprovalZoom.com, a building
product performance database,
has added Keystone Certifications
to its spectrum of product
evaluations.
The service will provide continuously updated Keystone listing content in its search, alongside listings from many accredited sources, according to the companies. Listing information will
also be syndicated to a growing
suite of government and association websites across the country
that ApprovalZoom supports.
In
conjunction
with
this
alliance, Keystone is launching
Search.KeystoneCerts.com, powered by the ApprovalZoom engine.
❙❙➤ www.approvalzoom.com

HARDWARE
A Steely Krown for Axel
Krown Lab, the Portland, Ore.based makers of architectural hardware for commercial and residential
spaces, offers its Axel sliding barn
door hardware.
Described as “modern, functional,
and elegant,” Axel is Krown Lab’s
interpretation of the original flat track
sliding barn door hardware. Made
from carbon steel, it is available in a
raw steel finish or a black steel finish.
According to the company, Axel

continued on page 58
56
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EXPECT MORE
F R O M

Y O U R

W I N D O W

S P A C E R S

INTRODUCING THE NEW TGI -SPACER M
®

Improved handling. Enhanced aesthetics. Same high performance.
TGI-Spacer M is the newest warm-edge, high-performance innovation from
Technoform Glass Insulation. More advanced and more innovative. Spacer
M features an optimized profile geometry for improved handling with larger
window units. It also happens to be among the highest thermally performing spacers available today.
Let us meet the high-performance needs of your next glass insulation project.
Visit www.glassinsulation.us or call (330) 487-6600 for more information.

Visit us at Greenbuild 2014
in booth #2231.
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Introducing...
CONTINUED

When Your Customers are
Looking to Repair or Upgrade
their Windows and Doors,
Look to Strybuc for the Most
Extensive Line of Replacement
Hardware in the Industry!
%")% !"
%  #!%!
!##$!!%!)  !%!
%(#!"#!
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Call Today for Your
FREE Catalog.

800-352-0800
Ask for Nikki ext. 129

www.strybuc.com
Visit Us at Booth
#1538 at the
Glass Build
America Show

barn door hardware is suitable for
panels up to 150 pounds and tested
to withstand 130,000 cycles, and has
a 10-year warranty.
Field-configurable for any door
panel or door opening width, Axel is
primarily raw (carbon) steel, with some
acetyl and HDPE components. It is
designed for 36- and 48-inch wide panels, but is field-configurable for any
door panel or door opening widths,
according to the company.
❙❙➤ www.krownlab.com
❙

Visit Us Online:
www.WakefieldEquipment.com
Email: sales@wakefieldequipment.com

27850 Rexford Avenue ● Cleveland, OH 44140

PH: 440-899-5658 ● FX: 440-899-5661

Visit us at
GlassBuild America
Booth #3053
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Color Solutions
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Royal Building Products // Window & Door Profiles is North
America’s leader in vinyl profile extrusions serving the
residential home improvement and construction markets.
The Royal Window & Door product line is marketed through
OEM Window & Door Fabricators. RWDP seeks to
differentiate from other extrusion
suppliers through a value-added strategy
that includes product mix (Custom and
Platform Window Profiles, Patio Doors,
Trim Systems and Color Solutions)
innovation, quality and service.

VISIT US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA, BOOTH #1463

ROYAL Building Products

Window Profiles

Patio Doors

Trim Systems

Color Solutions

An Axiall Company

71 Royal Group Crescent, Woodbridge, ON L4H 1X9
1.866.852.2791
www.royalbuildingproducts.com • rwdp@royalbuildingproducts.com

facebook.com/royalbuildingproducts

twitter.com/royalBP

linkedin.com/company/royal-building-products

youtube.com/user/royalbuildingproduct
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Ones to Watch

APPOINTMENTS

PGT Industries
Names New President
PGT Industries appointed Jeff
Jackson, president and chief operations officer. Jackson, 48, succeeds Rod Hershberger, 57, who
will remain in his roles as chairman of the board of directors and
CEO.
Jackson, who currently serves
as executive vice president and
chief financial officer (CFO),
joined PGT in November 2005 and
helped lead the company’s IPO in
2006.
“It is a great privilege to be
asked to lead PGT at such an
important time in the company’s
history,” says Jackson. “My center
of attention will be the continued
execution of our strategic plan
and to drive the organization’s collective focus on customers and
long-term shareholder value by
maintaining a sharp concentration on customer intimacy, optimizing go-to-market strategies
and accelerating advancements in
operational capabilities. We have
a thoughtful succession strategy
in place, and I am confident our
highly experienced and customer-

intimate executive leadership
team can execute our strategic
plans successfully.”
Brad West, 44, will serve as PGT’s
new CFO. He currently serves as
vice president and controller, and
joined the company in 2006.

Kendall Pierson New President
of Sierra Pacific Windows
Kendall Pierson has
been promoted to
president of the windows division of Sierra
Pacific Industries (SPI).
SPI president George
Emmerson sees Pierson’s
Kendall
promotion as highly
Pierson
strategic in a time when
the company expects growth.
“We need [Pierson’s] experience
and proven leadership skills to
guide our window division
throughout our acquisition and
integration of Hurd Windows and
Doors… We are planning a major
expansion of our sales and manufacturing
capabilities,
[and
Pierson’s] background and skills
make him ideally suited to tackle
the challenges that lie ahead for
our company,” Emmerson says.
Pierson has been with Sierra

RETIREMENTS

Brenden Retires from AAMA
Ken Brenden, technical services director, has retired from The
American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA).
“Ken has been an integral part of the association for eight
years, and his contributions were enormous and essential to the
value that AAMA offers to its members,” says Richard Walker, Ken
AAMA president and CEO. “Ken’s hard work, commitment and Brenden
dedication were recognized by AAMA members and other industry associations alike. His retirement is a loss to AAMA and the industry, yet also
a well-deserved change of pace for him.”
In Brenden’s absence, Joint Document Management Group (JDMG) activities
related to the North American Fenestration Standard document will be handled
by Andrea Rhodes, technical services manager, who has participated in the
JDMG for several years. Association officials say her strong knowledge of the
document process will make the transition of this responsibility seamless.
Maureen Knight, government affairs/product stewardship manager, will
serve as liaison for the association’s national and regional code consultants.
60
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Ed Mullet Passes Away
Ed Mullet passed
away in late April 2014.
He served for 15 years
as vice president of
operations at ProVia’s
Walnut Creek, Ohio,
facility before he retired Ed
in 2012. Most recently, Mullet
he was serving in a
part-time capacity, coordinating the
construction of the Walnut Creek
facility upgrades. Mullet, 67, was
brother to ProVia’s founder and CEO
Bill Mullet.
“Ed was a friend and mentor to
many people, including many of our
customers,” says president Brian Miller.
He is survived by his wife of 45
years, three daughters and 17 grandchildren.
Pacific for more than 30 years and
served as vice president of the
millwork and windows divisions
since 1997. Though in a new role,
he will maintain oversight of the
millwork division.

EXPANSIONS

Ferco Announces New
Promotions and Hires
Ferco has expanded its U.S. sales
agent network. Windowtech Sales,
with Jim Plavecsky, principal, covers the states of Michigan, Ohio,
western
Pennsylvania,
West
Virginia and Tennessee.
Velocity Marketing, TJ Tirendi,
principal, Rich Karner and Larry
Sink cover the states of New
Hampshire, eastern New York,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, eastern
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia,
North Carolina and South Carolina.
The third agency to recently join
the team is Millwork Sales, Bill
Laughlin, principal, Rafe Hagle, Brad
McWhorter and Rick Hagle who
handle sales in the states of Texas,
Oklahoma, Louisiana and Arkansas. ❙
www.dwmmag.com
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20YEARS Of Success!

CAN ADA’S PREMIERE TRAD E SHOW FOR THE FENESTRATION INDUSTRY

2014 marks the 20th Anniversary

Featuring

The Blus Bros

Opening Night Tribute
On The Show Floor
Compliments Of Novatech

Years/Ans

MARK YOUR CALENDAR NOW!
NOVEMBER 18, 19 AND 20, 2014
METRO TORONTO CONVENTION CENTRE, SOUTH BUILDING

EASY ONLINE REGISTRATION

❖ Window / Door / Overhead Door Manufacturer / Distributor / Retailer FREE OR $25 at the door
❖ Glazing & Fenestration Commercial Contractor FREE OR $25 at the door

❖ Non-Exhibiting Component / Equipment / Service Provider / Sales Rep:
Fenestration Canada member–$50 in advance, $75 at the door
Non-member–$100 in advance, $200 at the door

❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Registration Includes FREE Daily Seminars
Learn The New Codes and New Standards
Discover The Latest Technologies
Annual Economic Forecast
See All The New Products
FREE MTCC Parking
FREE Lunch On The Show Floor

www.windoorshow.com
Show Office: 1-800-282-0003

Win-door is produced for the benefit of the industry by
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Architectural Glass
AGC Glass Company
North America
11175 Cicero Drive
Suite 400
Alpharetta, GA 30022
P: 800/251-0441
or 404/446-4200
www.us.agc.com
info@us.agc.com
Bent/Curved
Precision Glass Bending
Corp.
P.O. Box 1970
3811 Hwy. 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936
800/543-8796
fax: 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
Door & Window
Machinery/Equipment
Erdman Automation Corp.
1603 South 14th Street
Princeton, MN 55371
763/389-9475
fax: 763/389-9757
www.erdmanautomation.com
Global Sales Group, L.L.C.
PO Box 1835
Chico, CA 95927
877/474-5521
fax: 530/893-2244
www.globalsalesgroupllc.com

62

SUPPLIERS
Production Lines
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com
Saws
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Saws, Cut-Off
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Saws, Double-Miter
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com

Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com

Vinyl Fabrication
Equipment
GED Integrated
Solutions
9280 Dutton Drive
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/963-5401
fax: 330/963-0584
www.gedusa.com

Multiprocessing
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com

Vinyl Welders
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com

Door & Window Market

Door Components
Door Screens
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com
Jamb Adjusters
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com
Patio Door Screens
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com
Thresholds
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com
Door Hardware &
Related Products
Amesbury
222 Rosewood Drive
Danvers, MA
978/539-6700
www.amesbury.com
Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.
Suite 102C
Sharon Hills, PA 19079
800/352-0800
fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com
Handles
Roto North America
14 Inspiration Lane
Chester, CT 06412
800/243-0893
fax: 860/526-8390

>I

Multipoint Locks
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com
Muntin Tapes
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com
Stiffeners
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com
Weatherstrip, Doors
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com
Insulating Glass &
Related Products
Airspacers
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com
Connectors
Eduard Kronenberg
GmbH “EK”
Dingshauser Str. 6-10
42655 Solingen,
Germany
+49 (0)212/222 88-0
fax: +49 (0)212/222 88-999
www.kronenberg-eduard.de
info@kronenberg-eduard.de
Muntin Bars
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
www.dwmmag.com
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To place your Supplier’s Guide listing, please contact Tina Czar at
tczar@glass.com or phone 540/602-3261.
Listings start at $495 and run for an entire year.
DEADLINE FOR THE OCTOBER ISSUE IS SEPTEMBER 5, 2014.
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com
Sealants
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com

fax: 330/963-0584
www.gedusa.com
Software
Jobber/Distribution
DMSi Software
17002 Marcy St., Ste. 200
Omaha, NE 68118
402/330-6620 Ext. 142
fax: 402/330-6737
www.dmsi.com
dmsi@dmsi.com

Spacers
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com

Ponderosa Software
36 Thurber Blvd.
Smithfield, RI 02917
800/422-4782
fax: 401/232-7778
www.caisoft.com/ponderosa

Insulating Glass
Machinery & Equipment
GED Integrated Solutions
9280 Dutton Drive
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/963-5401

WoodWare Systems
8304 Macon Terrace Road
Cordova, TN 38018
901/763-3999
fax: 901/763-4064
www.woodwaresystems.com

Window Hardware &
Related Products
Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.
Suite 102C
Sharon Hills, PA 19079
800/352-0800
fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com
Truth Hardware
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com
Operators
Roto North America
14 Inspiration Lane
Chester, CT 06412
800/243-0893
fax: 860/526-8390

Save
March
19th for

Window Hardware
Vision Industries
500 Metuchen Road
South Plainfield NJ 07080
800/220-4756
Fax 800/294-0743
www.visionhardware.com
sales@visionhardware.com
Window Screens
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
quanexpr@quanex.com
www.quanex.com
Windows
Vinyl Windows
Rehau Corporation
1501 Edwards Ferry Rd., NE
Leesburg, VA 20176
703/777-5255
Fax: 703/777-3053
rehau.mailbox@rehau.com
na.rehau.com/windows ❙

Fenestration Day 2015 is coming to the West Coast giving
door and window manufacturers and dealers the opportunity to
receive education tailored directly to them. The event will be held
March 19 In suburban Anaheim (Irvine), Calif., at the Hotel Irvine
Jamboree Center.
DWM conducted industry research and dealers and
manufacturers told us they wanted a sunny location earlier in
the year. So please make plans to join us on March 19.
Stay tuned to dwmmag.com for seminar details. Sponsorship
opportunities are also available. Contact Tara Taffera at
ttaffera@glass.com

March 19 • Hotel Irvine Jamboree Center • Irvine, CA
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CLASSIFIEDS

DOOR & WINDOW MARKET MAGAZINE

Industry Services

Used Equiment For Sale

NEW & USED MACHINERY
BOUGHT & SOLD

CUSTOM PROFILE
EXTRUSIONS
You’re probably paying too much if
you’re buying
some place else!
Call us and start saving money!
Free tooling for large volumes.
508/587-2290
sales@creativeET.com
The Industry Standard Since 1950

724/986-2808
vince@glassmachinerysales.com
www.glassmachinerysales.com

To place your classified listing,
please contact Janeen
Mulligan at 540/602-3255,
or email jmulligan@glass.com.
Classifieds start at
$129 per column inch.

Order

Custom Reprints
from DWM
Magazine

Incorporating
SHELTER® Magazine
DOOR & WINDOW MARKET MAGAZINE

Whether it’s a reprint of your ad
or a reprint of an article in which
your company was featured,
reprints are a great way to market your company at trade shows
or through mailings to potential
customers.
Remember that no reprint is too
large or too small!

For more information,
contact Holly Biller at
540/720-5584 x123.

NowShowing
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

2014
September 8-11, 2014
MMPA Industry Wide
Event & Plant Tours
Lancaster Marriott at Penn
Square, Lancaster, Pa.
The event is open to all
(including non MMPA
Members) manufacturers,
lumber wholesalers,
distributors, sawmills, panel
producers, and suppliers.
Event to include plant tours,
tabletop event, information
panels and equipment demo.
Plant tours will include:
Kountry Kraft Mfg,
Northway Industries, Plain &
Fancy Kitchens Mfg,
Signature Cabinets,
Signature Companies,
Universal Forest Products
Versatek Enterprises,
Wayneco, Weaber Lumber
and York Caskets.


   

September 9-11, 2014
GlassBuild America
Las Vegas
❙❙➤ www.glassbuild
america.com

September 22-25, 2014
NFRC Fall
Membership Meeting
Delta Victoria Hotel
Victoria, British Columbia
Canada

October 19-23, 2014
Association of Millwork
Distributors 50th Annual
Convention and Tradeshow
Tampa, Fla.
❙❙➤ www.amdweb.com

October 28-30, 2014
ProDealer Industry Summit
The Hard Rock Hotel
San Diego

❙❙➤ www.nfrc.org

❙❙➤ www.homechannel
news.com

Sept. 30–October 1, 2014
WDMA Executive
Management Conference
The Charles Hotel
Cambridge, Mass

November 18-20, 2014
Win-door North America
Metro Toronto Convention
Center, South Hall
Toronto

❙❙➤ www.wdma.com

❙❙➤ www.windoorshow.com

2015
January 20-22, 2015
International Builders’ Show
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas
❙❙➤ www.buildersshow.com

February 15-18, 2015
AAMA 78th
Annual Conference
Marriott Harbor
Beach Resort
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
❙❙➤ www.aamanet.org

June 28-July 1, 2015
AAMA Summer Conference
Seattle
❙❙➤ www.aamanet.org

❙

To submit events for the calendar
email ttaffera@glass.com
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Page Company
14, 15

Phone

Fax

Web Address

AGC Glass Company North America

800/251-0441

404/446-4220

43

Albat & Wirsam

905/338-5650

905/338-5671

www.a-w-software.com

17

Amba Products

404/350-9738

404/355-0166

www.ambaprodcuts.com

Amesbury Group

800/325-3359

585/627-5979

www.amesbury.com

1

AquaSurTech OEM

888/884-8982

514/684-2620

www.aquasurtech-oem.com

52

Ashland Hardware

844/879-3097

844/879-3098

www.ashlandhardware.com

41

Caldwell Manufacturing Co.

800/426-7113

480/922-3102

www.doorsinmotion.com

25

Cardinal IG

952/935-1722

952/935-5538

www.cardinalcorp.com

CW1, CW2 Deceuninck

877/563-4251

513/539-5403

www.deceuninckna.com

9, 43

www.us.agc.com

49

Electronic Design to Market Inc.

419/861-1030

419/861-1031

www.edtm.com

37

Erdman Automation

763/389-9475

763/389-9757

www.erdmanautomation.com

56

ETS-Lindgen

512/531-6400

512/531-6500

www.ets-lindgren.com

51

Fenetech Inc.

330/995-2830

330/562-8688

www.fenetech.com

5

Ferco Architectural Hardware Inc.

800/927-1097

757/877-9720

www.ferco.ca

63

Fenestration Day 2015

540/720-5584

540/720-5687

www.dwmmag.com/feneday

C4

GM Wood Products

800/530-9211

231/652-3166

www.gmcompanies.com

13

Graco Inc.

877/844-7226

612/623-6273

www.graco.com/hfr

C2

Guardian Industries

866/482-7374

248/340-2111

www.windowinsight.guardian.com

43

H.B. Fuller

651/236-5900

Not Available

www.hbfuller.com

19

Integrated Automation Systems

330/954-3070

Not Available

www.optigas.com

20

J&S Machine Inc.

715/273-3376

715/273-5241

www.jsmachine.com

21

John Evans’ Sons Inc.

215/368-7700

215/368-9019

www.springcompany.com

11

Lauren Manufacturing

855/585-5050

330/339-1515

www.lauren.com

20

McKeegan Equipment & Supply

734/459-5870

734/459-9837

www.mckeeganequip.com

40

OmniGlass SCT

204/987-8522

204/222-5411

www.omniglass.com

42

Open Janela LLC

312/268-0021

Not Available

www.openjanela.com

Quanex Building Products

713/961-4600

713/877-5333

www.quanex.com/techservices

REHAU

800/247-9445

703/777-3053

www.na.rehau.com

31-34
4
C3

Roto North America

800/243-0893

860/526-8390

www.rotohardware.com

Royal Building Products

866/852-2791

905/850-9184

www.royalbuildingproducts.com

39

Skyreach L&S Extrusions Corp.

866/903-8800

866/302-8899

www.skyreachls.com

42

Smith Case

855/774-7974

336/774-7949

www.smithcase.com

58

Strybuc Industries

800/352-0800

610/534-3201

www.strybuc.com

53

Sturtz Machinery Inc.

330/405-0444

330/405-0445

www.sturtz.com

57

Technoform

330/487-6600

330/487-6680

www.glassinsulation.us

41

Ultrafab Inc.

800/535-1050

585/942-7680

www.ultrafab.com

3

Veka Inc.

800/654-5589

724/452-1007

www.vekainc.com

55

Vi-Lux

866/281-6743

613/354-6589

www.vi-lux.com

29

Vision Hardware

800/220-4756

908/822-2269

www.visionhardware.com

58

Wakefield Equipment

440/899-5658

440/899-5661

www.wakefieldequipment.com

61

Win-Door North America

800/282-0003

416/444-8268

www.windoorshow.com

7, 59

For more information on these companies’ products, visit http://products.dwmmag.com.
www.dwmmag.com
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Industry Indices

-9.3%
Housing
Starts:
South Goes
South
Nationwide housing production fell
9.3 percent to a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of 893,000 units in June,
according to the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development and
the U.S. Census Bureau. The drop was
due primarily to a nearly 30 percent
decline in the South. All other regions
posted monthly gains.
Single-family housing starts were
down 9 percent to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 575,000 units, while
multifamily production fell 9.9 percent
to 318,000 units.
Regionally, combined single and
multifamily housing production rose in
the Northeast, the Midwest and the
West, with respective gains of 14.1 percent, 28.1 percent and 2.6 percent. Total
production fell by 29.6 percent in the
South, the nation’s largest region.

Wood
Coatings to
Explode
Demand for wood
protection coatings and
preservatives is expected to advance
4.5 percent per year through 2018 to $4.8 billion,
according to a new study from the Cleveland-based
Freedonia Group Inc. Growth in the industry primarily will
be driven by a rebound in residential construction
activity, according to the study, titled “Solvents.”
The study reports that demand for new coatings in
construction-related applications will be the primary
impetus for accelerating demand gains through 2018.
Demand for wood preservatives is expected to increase
2.7 percent annually through 2018. Gains will be supported by the rising production of pressure-treated lumber as
construction activity rebounds.

Confidence Boost

Builder confidence in the market for newly built, single-family homes
rose four points in to reach a level of 49 on the National Association of
Home Builders/Wells Fargo Housing Market Index (HMI).
All three index components posted gains in June.
❙

+4 Points
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Two hardware companies
with a singular focus

YOU.

Roto North America now includes
Roto Frank of America and Roto Fasco Canada.
Two great companies with a combined heritage in North America for over 80 years, our commitment
to building great relationships and providing quality hardware to our customers is now stronger than
ever. Together, we create superior customer value as the leading supplier of North American and
European window and door hardware.
• Customer-driven organization that provides unparalleled, personal service
• Production facilities in US and Canada
• Reliability and quality you can trust
• Professional and accessible sales and technical support

rotohardware.com

fasco.ca

WINDOW HARDWARE: CASEMENT & AWNING, SINGLE HUNG & DOUBLE HUNG, TILT & TURN
DOOR HARDWARE: SLIDING PATIO, HINGED PATIO, EURO
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The Next Generation
of High Performance
Door Frames.
DURA-TECH is a 12 mil
rigid PVC film bonded
with permanent waterproof
exterior polyurethane glue
to our lifetime rot resistant
Dura-Frame substrate system.
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Worry-Free
Composite Frames
s
DURA-PLAST is a
poly-fiber door-frame
system that combines
all the strength and
convenience of wood
with enhanced
properties that make
it moisture, rot, and
insect resistant.

Door Frames
Brick Mould
Mull Posts
Mull Casing
The Natural
Solution for Rot-Free
Door Systems
DURA-FRAME™ is:
Alaskan Yellow Cypress,
one of the planet’s most
durable rot resistant woods,
finger jointed to the bottom
of a premium pine frame
component.

Custom
Components
Premium Stain-Grade
Door Components
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clear Pine
Cherry
Douglas Fir
Maple
Hemlock (Hem Fir)
Knotty Alder
Red Oak
Mahogany

>I
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When to Stop Outsourcing Your IG

W

Photo: PPG Industries

ith interest rates low and
the economy continuing to
improve, many manufacturers are recognizing that today is the
perfect time to invest in new capabilities and expanded production. However,
before investing in a new production
line, there are a number of factors to
consider to ensure you will be able to
recoup the hefty costs associated with
your investment.
DWM talked to several manufacturers who offered the following insights
on what to look for before bringing
new capabilities in-house.

• ROI: While several manufacturers
point out that there is no “magic
number,” others point to a three-tofive year return on investment as a
good target. Beyond the five-year
mark, said one manufacturer, fabricators will have to face concerns about
whether or not they’ll still be in business or whether the market will drop.
But if your market research suggests
that your new product offering can
begin to cover the costs within that
time frame, then it may be time to
move forward with your purchase.
• Demand: Do you feel you are being

held back by the inability to get cutting-edge products? Are there
new products you could sell if you
added machinery to your own business? If you are beginning to get
more than the occasional question
about a product that you don’t yet
provide, then it may be time to
investigate the local market for this
product. If nearly half of your customers are asking for a product
you’ve been outsourcing, it might be
time to start running the numbers.
• Quality: Manufacturers that outsource products have little control
over the quality of the unit that
comes back to them.
• Delivery times: Are you satisfied
with your current partner’s service?
Reduced delivery times can be avoided by taking additional product
capability in-house and should be
part of the calculation on the return
of investment.
• Capital: Of course, without the capital
to make the upfront investment in a
new production line, all of these other
factors are moot. Do you have the
funds to purchase the machinery you
want? If you don’t have the funds, are
you credit worthy for bank financing
or leasing company? Will your
machinery supplier finance the purchase? And if you finance or lease, do
you have the cash flow currently to
handle the payment? Several of the
companies that talked to DWM for
this article commented that interest
rates are low and leasing is readily
available. Keep in mind, however, that
you can’t guarantee the new machinery will bring in the extra revenue.
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